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ABSTRACT 
New technology improves combat power. The military continually adopts new 
technology; however, the holistic support and maintenance of that technology may be a 
lesser consideration. In this case, Program Executive Office (PEO) Soldier provided the 
Soldier Borne Sensor (SBS), which is a hand-launched, remotely controlled drone that 
offers improved situational awareness to the Soldiers closest to the fight. This study 
provides insight into how Soldiers were trained to use the system, and how they used it in 
novel ways. 
Specifically, this study examined the differences in use between home-station 
training and operational deployment. Using both surveys and semi-structured interviews, 
the research team found that the new equipment training (NET) was effective, yet 
opportunities for improvement exist. Further, and as one might expect, the creativity of 
the American Soldier in employing new equipment cannot be underestimated. This study 
documents a few instances of that creativity and suggests that future training should be 
updated with lessons learned down-range. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Soldier Borne Sensor (SBS) is a small unmanned aerial reconnaissance 
platform used at the platoon level and below that enables soldiers to gain and maintain 
observation from a secure position. In 2019, PEO Soldier fielded the SBS to 3rd BDE 82nd 
ABN, prior to an operational deployment. Since the SBS was fielded, four attempts have 
been made to collect user feedback; however, they have not provided PEO Soldier the 
required data to validate the employment and training of the system. The purpose of this 
research is to collect data on SBS employment methods and inform the program office if 
users are using the SBS system in unanticipated ways. 
The methodology used to collect and analyze the data was a modified version of 
the Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) framework. The methodology contained 
four steps: analyze existing material, collect SBS user feedback, organize and validate 
feedback, and data analysis. 
A total of 25 participants, varying in military occupational specialties (MOS), were 
selected to participate in this study. Seven participants were interviewed, and the remaining 
18 participants completed surveys. Qualtrics, a web-based survey tool, was used to develop 
the surveys.  NVivo, a qualitative analysis software, was used to categorize the data using 
a code structure. 
The final code structure was comprised of five functional areas: training, 
employment, hinders to training and employment, documentation, and future 
configuration. The functional areas were further decomposed into categories, sub-
categories, and codes to describe and analyze the collected data. During the analysis, the 
team identified seven differences among training, employment, and documentation. The 
SBS system employment from training differences were the follow-me function, night 
training, and mounted operations. The SBS system’s training from documentation 
identified differences with the follow-me function and no standardized unit reference for 
training. Lastly, the SBS system’s documentation and employment identified a difference 
with the follow-me function. 
xviii 
The results of this project indicate that the SBS system training programs and 
employment methods are evolving as the number of training events and operational 
deployments with the system increase. To further facilitate the evolution of SBS 
employment, the team recommends further analysis into the airspace control procedures of 
U.S. Army installations.  Additionally, the team recommends a follow-on study on 
employment methods to capitalize on the population increase of SBS users caused by the 





The Soldier Borne Sensor (SBS) is a small unmanned aerial reconnaissance 
platform used at the platoon level and below that enables soldiers to gain and maintain 
observation from a secure position. The system was acquired in 2017 to satisfy capability 
requirements supporting three of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command 
(TRADOC) Army warfighting challenges (AFWC): develop situational understanding, 
conduct air-ground reconnaissance, and conduct joint combined arms maneuver (Program 
Executive Office [PEO] Soldier 2017). The first unit equipped (FUE) with the SBS system 
was the 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division (3/82), in May 2019. Since the 
initial fielding, PEO Soldier fielded the system to 14 additional units. 
3/82 received the SBS system prior to a combat deployment, which facilitated data 
collection on the system in an operational environment. The operational environment is 
defined as a non-training environment in which external factors influence how users 
employ a system (Department of the Army [DA] 2018b). Four surveys have been 
developed and administered to SBS users to collect user feedback. The first survey was 
developed by the Maneuver Battle Lab (MBL) to gather data on altitude restrictions. The 
second survey was developed by the Department of the Army’s G8 office (HQDA G8) to 
determine future funding allocations to the SBS program. The third and fourth surveys 
were modified versions of the HQDA G8’s survey. The third and fourth surveys were 
developed by 3/82’s unmanned aerial system (UAS) operations officer to collect more 
detailed information about the SBS’s performance during 3/82’s deployment.  
While the surveys provided useful feedback, they did not assess the alignment of 
the formal training program with actual employment or if the system was used in 
unanticipated ways. As the number of surveys increased, SBS user participation decreased, 
and their feedback was less comprehensive. According to 3/82’s Brigade Unmanned Aerial 
Systems (UAS) Operations Officer, Chief Warrant Officer 4 Adam Rickert, respondent 
fatigue among SBS operators was the cause for the decrease in survey participation (email 
to authors, May 11, 2020). Lastly, 3/82 was surveyed during re-deployment; therefore, the 
2 
timing of the survey diminished the depth and quality of responses due to competing 
priorities.  
Currently, PEO Soldier and the capstone team only possess the results of surveys 
from 3/82 and 1st Security Forces Assistance Brigade (1st SFAB). Furthermore, PEO 
Soldier does not possess the required feedback or studies examining the SBS training 
program or how users employ the system in the diverse array of operational environments 
demanded by various missions. The data collection and analysis mechanism required for 
PEO Soldier to modify the existing system, if necessary, or shape future increments does 
not exist. As additional units with the SBS return from combat deployments, it is critical 
to collect operators’ knowledge and experiences for PEO Soldier. 
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT  
PEO Soldier lacks the required data to validate the employment and training of the 
current SBS system. Further data collection is needed to determine if unanticipated uses of 
the SBS system have emerged and, as a result, if the training program requires 
modification. 
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The SBS capstone project aims to answer one primary research question: what 
differences exist between the way users employ the SBS system, the training they receive, 
and the system’s training documents? 
Three sub-research questions assist in soliciting detailed information to support 
answering the primary research question: 
• What training do the soldiers who employ the SBS system receive? 
• How do soldiers employ the SBS system in operational settings? 




The SBS capstone project has three stakeholders: the program manager, SBS 
operators, and the contractor. Table 1 provides an overview of the three stakeholders, the 
stakeholder classification, needs, and goals for the research.  
Table 1. Stakeholder Analysis 







Improve current and 
shape future iterations of 
the SBS 
SBS Operator Beneficial stakeholder 
Improved training 
program 
Improved task proficiency 
while using the SBS 
system 
Contractor Charitable beneficiary 
Operational 
employment feedback 
Remain the primary 
contractor 
 
The primary stakeholder is the program manager within PEO Soldier; the program 
office’s goal is to gain SBS users’ feedback on their operational employment of the system. 
The program office is a beneficial stakeholder, which means it provides input enabling the 
research and, in return, directly benefit from the project’s deliverables to fulfill their needs 
(Crawley, Cameron, and Selva 2016): an analysis of user feedback to improve the current 
SBS system and shape future iterations.  
The SBS operators are likewise beneficial stakeholders because their feedback is 
required input to attain the project’s objectives; however, the research provides different 
benefits to SBS operators—namely, facilitating improvements to the training program. All 
units trained and equipped with the SBS system are included in the operator stakeholder 
category. The SBS has been fielded to units through two organizations. PEO Soldier fielded 
seven units, and the Rapid Equipping Force (REF) fielded four units. Table 2 describes the 
following information regarding the SBS: fielding timeline, receiving unit, home station 
location, fielding organization, and deployment location. 
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Table 2. U.S. Army Units with the SBS System 
Date Unit Location Fielding Organization 
Deployment w/ 
SBS System 
Sep 2018 2 BCT, 4th ID Afghanistan REF Afghanistan 
Apr 2019 7th SFG Eglin AFB, FL REF Unknown 
May 2019 3
rd BCT, 
82nd ABN Fort Bragg, NC PEO Soldier Afghanistan 
Jun 2019 3rd SFG Fort Bragg, NC REF Unknown 
Aug 2019 1
st BCT, 25th 
ID 
Fort Wainwright, 
AK PEO Soldier Iraq 
Sep 2019 1st SFAB Fort Benning, GA PEO Soldier None 
Oct 2019 2
nd B.N., 75th 
RGR 
Hunter Army 
Airfield, GA REF Unknown 
Dec 2019 1
st BCT, 10th 
MTN Fort Drum, NY PEO Soldier Iraq 
Feb 2020 1
st BCT, 82nd 
ABN Kuwait PEO Soldier Iraq 
Feb 2020 2
nd BCT, 
82nd ABN Fort Bragg, NC PEO Soldier Iraq 
Jul 2020 1
st BCT, 2nd 
ID 
Joint Base Lewis-
McChord, WA PEO Soldier None 
Aug 2020 2
nd BCT, 
25th ID Hawaii PEO Soldier None 
Aug 2020 3
rd BCT, 25th 
ID Hawaii PEO Soldier None 
Aug 2020 4





PEO Soldier None 
Sep 2020 3
rd BCT, 10th 
MTN Fort Polk, LA PEO Soldier None 
Sep 2020 7th SFG Eglin AFB, FL PEO Soldier None 
Oct 2020 2
nd Cavalry 
Regiment Germany PEO Soldier None 
Oct 2020 173rd BCT Germany PEO Soldier None 
Oct 2020 2
nd BCT, 2nd 
ID 
Joint Base Lewis-




The project’s third stakeholder is the contractor or system manufacturer. The 
contractor is a charitable beneficiary because it does not provide support to the capstone 
team but indirectly benefits from the outcomes of the research in the design and 
development of future development products (Crawley, Cameron, and Selva 2016). There 
was no correspondence or interaction that occurred with the contractor during the research, 
which confirmed its classification as a charitable beneficiary. 
D. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
The purpose of this research project is to provide useful narratives to assist the 
program office in improving the SBS system and the corresponding formalized training 
program. The four objectives of the research project are: 
• Gain narrative data from SBS users and expand the body of knowledge for 
the program office. 
• Conduct a qualitative analysis of the narrative data elicited from SBS 
users. 
• Identify any inconsistencies between the way SBS users employ the 
system and the training they received. 
• Provide recommendations for possible training modifications or user 
employment methods to shape future versions of the SBS system. 
The project captures and analyzes the SBS user narrative through semi-structured 
interviews and surveys with SBS users to inform the program office if users are employing 
the SBS system in unanticipated ways. The information garnered through these research 
efforts informs PEO Soldier on methods to better align training documents with these 
modified uses of the SBS. The scope of the capstone project is the training users receive 
and their methods of SBS employment in an operational environment. The intent is to 
identify alternative applications of the SBS system to satisfy operational needs and 
compare it against the operator’s understanding of the training program. Three steps were 
vital in obtaining the required information: reviewing prior research, surveys, and relevant 
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literature; identifying critical assumptions; and developing a suitable methodology to 
answer the research questions. 
The literature review (Chapter II) examines prior studies, surveys, and research 
methods to derive the methodology. Although the collection of prior work and user 
feedback is small, it codifies the requirement to analyze the SBS system’s training and 
employment. To date, we believe that there is only one study on the SBS system occurred 
in 2019 as a Naval Postgraduate School capstone project. That project compared the 
physical display size of the SBS system’s end-user device (EUD) to a commercial off-the-
shelf (COTS) phone display to determine if the smaller display degraded situational 
awareness. It determined that the SBS operator’s situational awareness did not diminish 
with the smaller display (Bush et al. 2019). The previous project recommended further 
analysis of the training and employment of the SBS system to optimize the performance of 
the SBS system. In addition to the prior capstone study, Chapter II examines the results of 
the four prior surveys, which assessed system performance; and PEO Soldiers’ new 
equipment training (NET) end-of-course critiques, which assessed the quality of the 
training course. The remainder of the literature review examines misalignments between 
equipment employment and the training program due to SBS user innovation as well as the 
most appropriate research methods. 
Six critical assumptions emerged from the literature review to bounding the 
research project. Furthermore, these assumptions shaped the methodology for eliciting 
information from SBS operators. Table 3 describes the six assumptions, elaborated further 
in Chapter II. 
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Table 3. List of Assumptions 
Assumption Justification 
Respondent fatigue Multiple requests for information to elicit knowledge occurred before the SBS capstone study. 
A semi-structured 
interview is preferred 
Surveys are the only method used previously, which does not 
provide the rich narrative required by PEO Soldier.  
Current survey 
objectives 
The surveys do not elicit the information needed to achieve the 
capstone research objective. 
Existing survey method The current method (surveys) and the timing of the survey contributed to respondent fatigue.  
Training program gaps User innovation will lead to gaps in the training program. 
Innovation caused by 
unknown requirements 
Users understand their needs best and create innovative ways 
to obtain solutions to their needs (Korreck 2018; von Hippel 
1986). 
 
Two limitations further bounded the research. The first limitation was access to 
SBS users due to the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (COVID-19) 
pandemic’s travel restrictions and the mandatory quarantine periods associated with 
authorized travel. The travel restrictions added two 14-day quarantine periods to routine 
official travel, severely hindering the capstone team’s ability to conduct in-person 
interviews. The second limitation was aligning the research timeline with SBS users’ 
availability, which was restricted by their higher headquarters’ training calendar and 
mission timelines. Synchronizing the research timeline with unit availability limited the 
number of SBS operators sampled for the research. 
The literature review, assumptions, and limitations played a pivotal role in the 
development and refinement of the capstone’s methodology (Chapter III). Based on these 
considerations, the research team determined that the applied cognitive task analysis 
(ACTA) is the ideal framework to answer the research questions and accomplish the 
objective. Semi-structured interviews and surveys are the most appropriate methods of 
eliciting the required data from SBS operators. To ascertain any misalignments between 
the operator use and training, the research team conducted interviews and surveys with 
participants to document a narrative on SBS system employment and the training program. 
The qualitative and quantitative analysis of the interview and survey data identified themes 
8 
from SBS operators on the system employment and training from the data collection 
process. The data is analyzed, and the results are presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V 







II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of the literature review is to gain understanding of existing information 
and applicable training material for the Soldier Borne Sensor (SBS) system capstone 
project. As a new program of record in the U.S. Army, there are limited data about user 
feedback on the SBS system. The literature review consists of the two prior SBS system 
surveys completed by operators, approved SBS system training, SBS user feedback on the 
employment of the system, and applicable task analysis methods and analyses. 
A. PRIOR SBS SURVEYS  
A review of existing SBS surveys guided the research team in developing a 
collection method to explore the evolution of the SBS training curriculum and to extract 
detailed accounts of SBS employment. Reviewing previous data elicitation efforts avoided 
overlapping and repetitive data collection in this research project. The results of four 
iterations of SBS surveys were made available to the capstone team. These surveys 
solicited SBS operator feedback about the performance of the system. Survey 1 was 
developed and administered by the Maneuver Battle Lab (MBL). Survey 2 was developed 
by the U.S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff, G8 (HQDA G8) and administered to 3rd BCT, 
82nd ABN (3/82) and the 1st Security Forces Assistance Brigade (SFAB). The UAS 
Operations Officer for 3/82 expanded Survey 2 to solicit additional information in Surveys 
3 and 4. Table 4 shows a timeline of the surveys, the issuing agency, and the units surveyed. 
Appendix A through Appendix D provide copies of the surveys shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Survey Timeline 
Survey Timeline 
Survey Surveyor Unit Date 
Survey 1 MBL 3/82 operators Summer 2019 
Survey 2 HQDA G8 1st SFAB operators Spring 2020 
Survey 3 3/82 UAS 
Operations Officer 
3/82 operators Spring 2020 
Survey 4 3/82 UAS 
Operations Officer 
3/82 supervisors Spring 2020 
 
The MBL enables force modernization by recommending changes to Doctrine, 
Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, Facilities, and 
Policy (DOTMLPF-P) (Army.mil). The MBL observed the SBS new equipment training 
(NET) to determine if altitude restriction imposed by Flight Regulations, AR 95-1, allowed 
the SBS to effectively perform its intended functions (Montoyo 2019). The most recent AR 
95-1 dated 22 March 2018, states “The SBS will operate at or below 100 ft. above ground 
level (AGL)” (DA 2018a, 66). Survey 1, developed by MBL in the summer of 2019, 
attempted to capture 3/82 SBS operators’ observations on the performance of the system 
at varying altitudes and flight conditions to determine if the current altitude restriction 
needed to be increased (Montoyo). Twenty-six SBS operators from 3/82 completed the 
NET; however, the program office only has 12 completed copies of Survey 1 in its records. 
The 12 surveys were provided to the capstone team for review. Survey 1 provided data on 
environmental effects on the SBS; however, it was not designed to elicit data on SBS 
employment tactics or the training program. The resulting recommendations made by MBL 
based on Survey 1 were not made available to the capstone team. 
In Survey 2, the HQDA G8 elicited data from 1st SFAB and 3/82 to potentially 
make recommendations on the future of the Army acquisition’s SBS program. A role of 
HQDA G8 is to coordinate with the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisitions, 
Logistics, and Technology (ASA (AL&T)) to provide recommendations concerning 
acquisition programs. Survey 2 solicited SBS operators’ opinions of the system and asked 
for recommendations on changes to make to the system to improve its performance or 
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capabilities. The capstone team received 23 of 1st SFAB’s completed copies of Survey 2; 
the original quantity distributed was not known. As with Survey 1, Survey 2 did not elicit 
the type of data the capstone team was looking for, such as SBS employment tactics, 
instances of user innovation, and information about SBS training material. The 
recommendations made by HQDA G8 based on Survey 2 were not made available to the 
capstone team, nor was the team aware if the suggestions recorded have been or will be 
implemented by the program office. 
Surveys 3 and 4 were developed by 3/82’s UAS operations officer, CW4 Adam 
Rickert. Based on his UAS experience, CW4 Rickert expanded on Survey 2 to develop 
Surveys 3 and 4 to more comprehensively capture the capabilities and limitations of the 
SBS. Survey 3 was distributed to SBS operators; it asked questions about the physical 
design of the SBS controller and frequency of SBS component failure. Survey 4 was 
distributed to personnel in leadership positions (e.g., commander, platoon sergeant, etc.), 
and asked questions about SBS planning, employment tactics, and reasons for not 
employing the system. Both Surveys 3 and 4 asked questions about frequency of SBS use, 
limitations of the system, and attempted to capture operational narratives. Surveys 3 and 4 
provided data on the tactical employment of the SBS and elicited data on 3/82’s SBS 
planning considerations. Additionally, the surveys provided more information on the 
limitations and capabilities of the SBS and why the use of the SBS was not consistent 
across 3/82. Surveys 3 and 4 captured useful information on SBS employment tactics and 
captured few instances of user innovation; however, the sample size was small and did not 
accurately reflect the SBS user population across the U.S. Army. Surveys 3 and 4 only 
elicited information from a single brigade combat team (BCT) after the execution of one 
deployment in a single operating environment. The capstone team required a more diverse 
population to account for additional variables that influence the employment method of the 
SBS, such as mission, unit type (e.g., dismounted, armored, motorized), and operating 
environment (e.g., mountainous terrain, dessert, jungle). Additionally, Surveys 3 and 4 did 
not specifically elicit data on SBS training; however, some surveys captured responses that 
identified the lack of training on the SBS as a deterrent for using the system. An objective 
of the capstone team is to compare the SBS training to the methods of employment in an 
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operational environment. The responses of Surveys 3 and 4 confirmed the need to review 
the training curriculum and the source used to develop the training. 
B. TRAINING 
The capstone team reviewed previous and current versions of SBS operator 
manuals, training publications, and qualification training courses. The examination 
provided insight into the evolution of the SBS’s training programs during the transition 
from two commercial companies to the U.S. Army. Prox Dynamics was the original 
manufacturer of the SBS. In 2016, FLIR bought Prox Dynamics and all proprietary 
information associated with the SBS. The U.S. Army acquired the SBS from FLIR in 2017 
and began fielding the system in 2019. Figure 1 shows the sequence of manuals and training 
references leading up to the current operator’s manual and program of instruction (PoI) 
used by the program office to train SBS operators. 
 
 Timeline of SBS Manuals and Training References 
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1. SBS Manuals 
Training programs for the SBS are currently codified in the Technical Manual 11-
1550-261-10 and the qualification course instructed by the program office (DA 2020). As 
previously stated, Table 5 describes the sequence of the SBS’s operator’s and training 
manuals. The proceeding sub-sections provide further insight into the significant 
differences as the program evolved. 
Table 5. SBS Operator and Training Publications 
Operator and Training Publications 
Pub # Publication Type Publisher Date 
1 Training Manual Prox Dynamics 23 February 2016 
2 Operator’s Manual FLIR 02 January 2019 
3 Training Manual FLIR 09 April 2019 
4 Technical and Operator’s 
Manual (draft) 
U.S. Army 15 February 2020 
 
Prox Dynamics’ training manual, Publication 1, was published in February 2016 to 
accompany their Prox Dynamics’ operator’s manual. The team received a copy of the 
training manual, but could not obtain a copy of the Prox Dynamics operator’s manual. 
Publication 1 provided information regarding training course structure, to include teacher 
to student ratio and equipment and facilities required to conduct SBS training (Prox 2016). 
The one-to-four teacher-to-student ratio and the one-kilometer training area suggested by 
Publication 1 are currently used by the program office to train SBS operators. Publication 
1 included a section dedicated to an instructor course, a course that trains SBS operators to 
become SBS instructors. This section was omitted from the FLIR training manual, 
Publication 3, for reasons not disclosed to the capstone team. 
FLIR’s operator’s manual, Publication 2, was published in January 2019 (FLIR 
2019a). Because the capstone team was unable to obtain the Prox Dynamics operator’s 
manual, a comparison could not be made with Publication 2. Publication 2 described the 
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characteristics of the SBS, basic operations, operational modes, and maintenance 
procedures. The SBS specifications contained in Publication 2 were used in conjunction 
with the information provided by Publication 3 to develop FLIR’s training course. 
FLIR’s training manual, Publication 3, is the current training manual used by the 
company to train SBS operators (FLIR 2019b). The capstone team was not able to 
determine if earlier versions of Publication 3 existed between FLIR’s acquisition of Prox 
Dynamics in 2016 and the release of this current version in April 2019. Publication 3 
provided recent manufacturer changes to the SBS course structure. A notable change 
between Publications 1 and 3 was the recommendation to increase the duration of the SBS 
basic course from 8 to 13 training hours. Publication 3 added a module focused on training 
the GPS-Denied function of the SBS, a module which was not found in Publication 1. The 
GPS-Denied function is a navigation mode that enables the system to use its cameras to 
navigate instead of the satellite-based GPS. 
A review of Publication 2 allowed the capstone team to trace the origin of the 
Army’s technical and operator’s manual, Publication 4, which was drafted by PEO Soldier 
in February 2020 (DA 2020). At the time this report was written, the official release date 
of Publication 4 had not been determined. A review of Publication 4 was necessary to 
determine if any elements of the manufacturer’s operator’s manual, Publication 2, were 
omitted or altered. Publication 4 omitted information concerning data management. PEO 
Soldier’s lead SBS trainer revealed that the program office was asked to delete this section 
due to cyber-security restrictions (Jaraan Little, personal communication, July 27, 2020).  
2. Training References 
The publications described above contain the body of knowledge for training 
programs. Upon acquiring the SBS, PEO Soldier assumed responsibility for ensuring 
existing training material followed the Army’s training structure (PEO Solider 2017). 
Training Regulation (TR) 350-70 provides guidance for structuring training courses. TR 
350-70 outlines the Army Learning Model (ALM), provides a framework for designing 
courses and should be used in conjunction with the Analysis, Design, Development, 
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Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) method. ADDIE is a process designed to 
develop and improve learning products (DA 2017).  
The ADDIE Model is a cyclical process that comprises analysis, design, 
development, implementation, and analysis. This instructional design method aims at 
identifying learning requirements, developing learning objectives to meet defined 
requirements, finding alternative learning methods, and integrating technology into the 
learning process (DA 2017). According to TR 350–70, the evaluation of the training 
material conducted during ADDIE focuses on developing metrics to assess the 
effectiveness of the learning material and the presentation of material to users. Since the 
acquisition of the SBS, the program office has trained SBS operators using two variants of 
the training course outlined by a Program of Instruction (PoI). Additionally, a computer-
based training software is available for purchase through FLIR. Table 6 shows the different 
training references which have contributed to the development of the current SBS lesson 
plan found in Training Reference (T.R.) 3. 
Table 6. Development of SBS Training References 
Training References 
T.R. # Reference Type Publisher Date 
T.R. 1 Computer-Based Training (CBT) FLIR Unknown 
T.R. 2 Course presentation PEO Soldier September 2018 
T.R. 3 Course Presentation PEO Soldier May-July 2019 
T.R. 4 Program of Instruction (POI) PEO Soldier October 2019 
 
SBS operators use the computer-based Training Reference 1 (T.R. 1) to gain and 
maintain proficiency with the system. It was developed by FLIR using the information 
outlined in both Publications 2 and 3. T.R. 1 is the source reference for both T.R. 2 and 3, 
the variants of PEO Soldiers’ PoI. Since the Army developed their own training material, 
as prescribed in TR 350–70, the Army no longer requires the use of T.R. 1. 
As previously mentioned, it was the responsibility of PEO Soldier to restructure the 
course once the SBS became an Army program of record (PEO Soldier, 2017). T.R. 2 was 
developed by PEO Soldier in 2018 to train 3rd BCT, 82nd ABN (3/82), the first unit 
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equipped (FUE) under the Army SBS program. PEO Soldier used the ALM principles to 
restructure the SBS course and the ADDIE model to develop and modify SBS training. 
Although the structure of T.R. 2 was modified from T.R. 1, the content of T.R. 2 closely 
resembled that of T.R. 1. 
Training Reference 3 (T.R. 3) was developed by PEO Soldier in July 2019 after 3/
82’s SBS NET PEO Soldier shortened the duration of the course for administrative reasons. 
T.R. 3 removed the requirement for students to operate the SBS at night to practice using 
the SBS’ thermal camera. Because the thermal function can also be operated during the 
day, PEO Soldier did not see the need to conduct the training at night. Additionally, T.R. 3 
removed the data management procedure to stream the SBS video feed to a dedicated 
laptop. Removing the data management procedure eliminated the risk of SBS users 
violating Army Network Enterprise protocols. The most significant addition to T.R. 3 was 
the SBS simulator. The SBS simulator is a software program installed on a high-
performance laptop with an identical SBS hand controller plugged into the universal serial 
bus (USB) port. The simulator allowed the NET team to train users in the classroom prior 
to hands-on training. 
T.R. 4, the program of instruction (PoI), was derived from T.R. 2 and 3. A PoI is a 
document used by the Army to publish course structure. It provides information on course 
duration, methods of instruction and delivery techniques. The PoI was not required prior 
to the SBS becoming an official Army program. 
C. EMPLOYMENT 
Despite the ADDIE-influenced PoI, PEO Solider has collected accounts of users 
employing the system in unanticipated ways. These accounts of user innovation have led 
to changes in the SBS functional design. As the functional design evolved, SBS training 
required updating to incorporate the changes made. This capstone attempted to capture any 
differences in employment tactics used by units who have received different versions of 
SBS training. An example of user innovation leading to changes in the SBS functional 
design was captured by the Rapid Equipping Force (REF). A member of the REF informed 
the research team that earlier versions of the SBS did not possess a GPS-Denied function 
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(SFC Rubenstein, personal communication, June 19, 2020). The unit being trained 
attempted to operate the system indoors, which prompted the manufacturer, FLIR, to add 
a GPS-Denied function to subsequent models of the SBS.  
A more recent example of innovation was recounted by PEO Soldier. The SBS does 
not have a function to command the SBS to automatically follow the operator; however, 
there is a function that commands the SBS fly to a default way point. The default way point 
can be set as the operator; the activation of this default waypoint can thus serve as a 
“follow” command (Jaraan Little, personal communication, July 27, 2020). 
D. TASK ANALYSIS 
Task analysis is employed frequently in research to elicit information from subject 
matter experts (SMEs) for the purpose of understanding how tasks are performed in a 
system (Adams, Rogers, and Fisk, 2012). Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) provides an 
approach to this research method that focuses on cognitive activities rather than physical 
or behavioral activities. A CTA is defined as “the extension of traditional task analysis 
techniques to yield information about the knowledge, thought processes, and goal 
structures that underline observable task performance. It captures information about both 
overt, observable behavior, and the covert cognitive functions behind it [to] form an 
integrated whole” (Chipman, Schraagen, and Shalin 2000, 3). The goal of conducting a 
CTA is to capture the knowledge to enhance or build future capabilities. The two standard 
techniques used in CTA are: eliciting user knowledge through observations or interviews 
and process tracing through observing the use of the system by users (Cooke 1994). By 
capturing user performance, a structured framework emerges to fill in knowledge gaps 
about how operators are using the system.  
The CTA has four subordinate steps and organizational flows: collect current 
knowledge, identify themes, conduct analysis with verification from SMEs, and format the 
results (Clark et al. 2008). The CTA provides a method to obtain knowledge from SBS 
operators to enhance the capabilities of the warfighter. Due to the number of subordinate 
steps involved, the full CTA is potentially overkill and not compatible with the timeline 
and skill level of the research team. Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) requires researchers 
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to have skills in cognition and a significant amount of time to collect data. However, 
understanding the CTA’s data analysis processes is still valuable information and later 
described in this chapter. Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) offers a streamlined 
approach for novice researchers in the field of cognitive psychology. Figure 2 describes an 
ACTA approach and the numerous tools available for each step. 
 
 ACTA Decomposition Chart. Adapted from Clark et al. (2008). 
The structure of an ACTA mirrors the traditional CTA; however, knowledge 
elicitation occurs much more quickly. ACTA encourages the use of interviews and surveys 
to elicit information from operators; it is highly effective when used for analyzing complex 
tasks involving technical systems (Militello and Hutton 1998). Other ACTA tools to elicit 
information include the task diagram, knowledge audit, and simulation interviews. Probing 
questions and video interviews occur throughout the collection process to gain insight into 





















The first step in an ACTA involves a thorough analysis of the system. The goal is 
to determine if a problem exists and how to organize the current training material to help 
solve the problem (Lee et al. 2017). The analysis of the training material aids researchers 
in making assumptions on the utilization of the system or improving the training through 
cognitive or physical analysis. Hierarchical, information, sequence, timing, and 
environment are five collection methods to help organize the data (Lee et al.). For example, 
the hierarchical collection method arranges information from interviews and surveys in an 
organized manner for further data analysis (Lee et al.). These collection tools align with 
the goals of SBS research, such as identifying gaps in the system or training to improve 
future versions of the SBS.  
The second step in the ACTA is the collection of task data from the SME using five 
methods to elicit information. The methods are observation, retrospective or prospective 
verbal protocol analysis, interviews, surveys, and automatic data recording (Lee et al. 
2017). Each technique provides an advantage and disadvantage to the researcher. For 
example, retrospective or prospective verbal protocol analysis offer the best opportunity to 
eliminate bias from SMEs’ observations during knowledge elicitation. However, 
retrospective and prospective analyses are the most time-consuming methods. SMEs 
complete standard scenarios in the form of a simulated training exercise in either an 
operational or controlled environment (simulation) followed by a structured interview 
(Clark et al. 2008).  
The third step of ACTA requires researchers to organize the collected data. The 
three most common methods of organizing data are hierarchy, flow, and sequence (Lee et 
al. 2017). These methods of organization are tailorable to any research project based on the 
data. An activity diagram is an output of a hierarchy organizational flow and expresses the 
dynamics of the system and how SMEs utilize the system, represented in behaviors over 
time (Delligatti 2014). It is essential to note in an ACTA that the SMEs must validate the 
tasks and flows of behavior by the researchers before the creation of any output to ensure 
accuracy (Clark et al. 2008). Once the organization of data occurs, the final step of 
analyzing the data can take place. 
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The final step of an ACTA uses qualitative and quantitative techniques to 
extrapolate findings from data. Qualitative techniques code the data using multiple 
methods that identify themes common to the system (Militello and Hutton 1998). For 
example, qualitative methods provide insight into how users train and employ the system. 
These themes can then help to identify recommendations or potential gaps in capabilities. 
Quantitative techniques use descriptive or inferential statistical methods (Clark et al. 2008). 
Using a descriptive quantitative technique along with qualitative aids researchers in 
understand the sample population (e.g., mean age or education level). 
E. DATA ELICITATION  
The primary benefit of a semi-structured interview method is in its combination of 
the strengths of structured and unstructured interviews. It uses predetermined questions that 
allow for clarifying, follow-up questions—known as probing questions (Noonan 2013). 
Noonan demonstrates how these probing questions allow for further explanation. However, 
this type of interview is more challenging to perform as it is generally used by experienced 
researchers. 
The design of the interview process and structure allow for a deeper understanding 
of user knowledge elicitation. The first step is to consider the sample size, type of the 
population to sample, and how to select the population. The criterion for choosing eligible 
users is probabilistic sampling (Hua 2016; Oishi 2003; Roulston 2010). However, 
probabilistic sampling is typically not the preferred method in qualitative research with a 
small sample size. In this case, the amount of SBS operators is a small subset of the 
population. Hua argues that non-probability sampling methods such as “convenience 
sampling,” “snowball sampling,” and “quota sampling” are cheaper and more convenient 
in qualitative research (Hua 2016, 195). An example of convenience sampling is when 
researchers choose users due to their accessibility. Snowball sampling occurs when the 
original users nominate or recruit other users. This type of sampling is useful when the 
researcher is unaware of other members of the same group. Quota sampling is derived from 
subgrouping to make a comparison of two different groups (Hua 2016). 
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The structure is essential to successful information collection. Noonan (2013) lists 
four factors that contribute to successfully eliciting a rich narrative experience from 
interviewees: tonal inflection, criteria selection, record keeping, and body language. Each 
factor either hinders or assists in the extraction of valuable information. Qualitative 
questions should be well-defined and neutral; therefore, tonal inflections should be neutral 
and easy to understand. Body language provides insight into how a user feels about an 
answer. Interviewers should avoid leaning forward and refrain from facial expressions to 
avoid influencing the interviewee. Researchers must practice these interview techniques in 
order to prevent adverse impacts on narrative collection. In addition, researchers must 
decide on the type of record keeping. Examples include video recording, audio recording, 
electronically captured responses, and note taking methods (Rabionet 2009).  
In a survey, the questions are delivered to the user either through physical paper 
copies or through electronic means (Hua 2016). The lack of face-to-face interaction with 
the interviewer creates some anonymity. This anonymity allows for respondents to be more 
open and honest in their answers. There are many ways to utilize the survey method. 
Numerical rating scales typically occur at the end of course surveys and use scales, often 
ranging from one to five. Likert scales are similar to numerical ratings but use descriptive 
ratings such as agree and disagree. An additional method is a Sematic Differential Scale, 
which uses a graduated response on a continuum. Survey methodology is modular in 
knowledge elicitation and allows the incorporation of other forms of data collection.  
When developing questions for surveys and interviews, researchers have to 
consider factors that will affect answers, such as response order bias. Oishi (2003) 
discusses three response order biases that should be planned for and mitigated in the course 
of qualitative research: memory error, response set, and primacy/recency effect. In memory 
error, Oishi explains, the user momentarily forgets the most accurate answer and instead 
chooses the answer that first comes to mind. A way to mitigate this is through a memory 
jumpstart by describing relevant events that happened and allowing the user time to think 
through the answer. Further probing and follow-on interviews can also help the user to 
remember the event accurately. A one-answer response-order bias is particular to surveys 
and questionnaires. The respondent either picks the first or last answer on a list when 
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presented with a lengthy list of answers or ratings (Oishi 2003). This can also occur when 
a user is fatigued or does not comprehend the question. Therefore, researchers should 
consider the length of their surveys to prevent this type of response bias. The benefit of a 
conversational tone is twofold: first, it creates a safe environment that is conducive to rich 
narratives; and second, it helps to prevent some of the previously discussed response order 
biases. The third response order bias is a response where the user will agree on rating scales 
when presented (Oishi 2003). While Oishi does not present why these response bias can 
occur, it is clear that the structure, careful organization of listed questions, types of research 
methods, and length and number of interviews/surveys is instrumental in soliciting the 
accurate and descriptive responses of users. 
F. DATA ANALYSIS 
Data analysis is the culmination of task analysis and well-structured data elicitation 
to uncover underlying concepts, themes, and disparities. Data analysis provides useful 
insights to improve a system based on user feedback. While the typical analysis process 
presents conclusions after sampling the user population, a more appropriate data analysis 
method is the concept of theoretical sampling, where “concepts are derived from data 
during analysis and questions about those concepts to drive the next round of data 
collection” (Corbin and Strauss 2008, 143). Theoretical sampling is the feedback loop 
following initial data analysis to further explore themes and concepts in subsequent 
iterations of data elicitation. The section highlights the importance of structuring and 
coding qualitative data, analysis techniques, and legitimizing results to provide sensible 
recommendations.  
Structuring and coding qualitative data is the first stage in the qualitative data 
analysis processes, acting as a form of inquiry itself. Coding allows researchers to organize 
large amounts of data at the abstract level that leads to the identification of themes (Corbin 
and Strauss 2008). Consolidating data from multiple collection methods is complex and is 
further complicated by semi-structured interviews, given the unbounded scope of users’ 
responses. Numerous qualitative data analysis methods exist. However, three established 
qualitative data analysis methods most accurately correlate with the research questions at 
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hand: Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA), Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA), and the 
Critical Incident Technique (CIT). Of note, the CTA is the same task analysis method 
previously described; however, the CTA’s data analysis, a subordinate step, provides utility 
in understanding the procedures for qualitative data analysis. Furthermore, the QCA, CTA, 
and CIT research methods provide insight into the importance of coding and different 
techniques before higher-level analysis. 
Qualitative Content Analysis is the broadest method of raw data structure and 
organization. Developing meaning in a QCA starts by correlating all the material within 
interview transcripts into similar categories. Based on the nature of the responses, the 
categories are defined at the coding frame. The coding frame provides a tailorable approach 
to group similar responses from interview transcripts. By focusing on material relevant to 
the overall research question, the amount of material is reduced and becomes easier to 
connect themes (Schreier 2014). QCA data analysis allows researchers to consolidate like 
frames. Frame construction is an iterative process, segmenting the collected data to build, 
evaluate, modify, and validate its consistency. A primary point of concern with this 
technique is oversimplifying the frame and unintentionally placing responses in the same 
category without exploring the minor contextual differences in responses.   
The final two research methods for structuring and coding concepts center around 
a Cognitive Task Analysis and the Critical Incident Technique. Both emphasize the 
importance of building data structures through coding but become more restrictive in the 
manner used to analyze qualitative data. A CTA aims to produce a description of task 
knowledge. In a CTA, elicited information is “coded to summarize, categorize, and/or 
synthesize collected data” (Clark et al. 2008, 7). A cognitive demands table is a useful tool 
to code results and provides researchers the ability to assign data to several categories 
including—but not limited to —task, cognitive skill, challenge, or outcome (Militello and 
Hutton 1998). 
Critical Incident Technique is a similar research method that is well-defined but 
focuses on coding material elicited from subjects about specific critical incidents. 
According to the developer of the CIT, John Flanagan, an incident is “any observable 
human activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to permit inferences and predictions to 
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be made about the person performing the act” (1954, 327). He further defines critical as “a 
situation where the purpose or intent of the act seems fairly clear to the observer and where 
its consequences are sufficiently definite to leave little doubt concerning its effects” (327). 
As the name suggests, the technique focuses on critical incidents to concentrate on essential 
themes versus collecting subjective opinions. Eliminating subjective responses is crucial. 
A limitation is the CIT’s focus on analyzing purely objective statements and all the relevant 
facts surrounding critical incidents. The CIT’s data analysis process requires clustering 
data by a descriptive theme, which “may be grouped according to broader categories 
depending upon the research questions” (Redmann, Lambrecht, and Stitt-Ghodes 2000, 
145). Despite the modified applications, the examined research methods illuminate the 
necessity to conduct initial analysis through comprehensive coding.  
The transformation of raw interview transcripts into refined data is the prelude to a 
holistic evaluation of the knowledge elicited. qualitative content analysis, cognitive task 
analysis, and critical incident technique methods of analysis all code data as the precursor 
to a higher level of analysis, as described above. The overall objective of these data analysis 
methodologies is to aggregate like data to form themes, which identify relationships and 
add to the body of knowledge (Crandall 2006). Common themes emerge by examining 
refined data. Inconsistencies and gaps in information are equally important to shape 
subsequent data collection efforts or discuss in the findings. Categorized data is the 
necessary foundation for more substantial validation through qualitative analysis, 
quantitative analysis, or a combination of the taxonomies. 
Well-structured and adequately coded data generates opportunities for quantitative 
analysis to add depth or a new perspective to research. Using a QCA, CTA, or CIT 
qualitative analysis method enables the identification of common questions, issues, and 
themes as the as data is elicited through interviews and surveys (Crandall 2006). The 
higher-level analysis takes a holistic assessment of all data to discover meaning and explore 
the convergence and different themes to identify new relationships across the array of 
interview transcripts and surveys. There is not a defined standard to represent the results 
and findings of qualitative data analysis. Narrative formats, chronologies, process 
diagrams, data tables, and hierarchies are a few examples of formats to present the findings 
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of a qualitative research project. The presentation of qualitative analysis is flexible and 
dependent on the research questions. For example, Flanagan (1954) describes a 1953 study 
conducted by Vasilas et al., who interviewed over 1,700 pilots and recommended 
improvements to training, equipment design, and operating procedures in a narrative 
format. A second example is a side-by-side comparison identifying discrepancies between 
an approved, published checklist and commonly used procedures described by users during 
interviews.  
By using descriptive statistics, researchers represent and describe the sample 
population where the data originated. Questions with structured responses, such as a Likert 
scale, can be represented by describing the central tendency and variability of responses 
across the range of respondents. Additionally, calculating frequency metrics illustrates the 
most common responses. The application of the Chi-square analysis allows “the 
identification of theme clusters that occurred more frequently than expected by chance” 
(Redmann, Lambrecht, and Stitt-Gohdes 2012, 146). 
Documenting the analysis procedures is just as important as the coding because it 
aids in legitimizing and validating the quality of research. A subject’s opinions, 
interpretations, and ability to recall past events are the basis of survey and interview data; 
furthermore, the data are often subjective. Documenting methodological steps and 
decisions creates an audit trail connecting findings to raw data (Crandall 2006) and is an 
essential pillar of credibility. Three commonalities emerged across all the reviewed 
literature to provide credibility to the findings and a framework for future analysis or 
review: discussing the sample size, consistency in coding, and avoiding a single 
researcher’s assessment to provide a more comprehensive analysis.  
The credibility to qualitative research lies in the researcher team’s ability to 
describe the data collection, analysis, and findings, as opposed to the credibility being 
exclusively dependent on the size of the population sampled. Many qualitative research 
guidelines instruct “continuing interviews until a point of saturation is reached” (Weller 
et al. 2018, 2). The point of saturation is where “no additional new concepts are found” 
(Schreier 2014, 179). However, the goal of qualitative research is to elicit the most 
important themes that aid in building the body of knowledge (Weller et al. 2018). The size 
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of the data collection process is not as crucial in providing validity when compared to 
outlining the collection and analysis process, conclusions, and potential limitations.  
Two case studies illuminate the higher relative importance of describing the data 
analysis process as compared to the sample size itself. A qualitative concept elicitation 
study evaluated 544 interviews across 26 studies, and the findings concluded that 
“researchers can reasonably expect to elicit nearly 85% of all concepts after ten interviews, 
more than 90% of concepts after 15 interviews, and more than 95% after 20 interviews” 
(Turner-Bowker et al. 2018, 841). Furthermore, data collection methods using semi-
structured or unstructured interviews explore more expansive topics by freely allowing 
themes and concepts to emerge from a smaller sample size. A 2018 study analyzed 28 
qualitative studies with a total 1,147 interviews, and a key result was that less structured 
interview questions resulted in 95% of the most prominent issues arising during the first 
ten interviews (Weller et al. 2018). The population and sample size of users is essential to 
discuss in the analysis; however, it is more important to describe the method utilized and 
repeat collection and analysis as necessary. 
The coding structure is paramount to the analysis process, and consistently applying 
a frame across all data provides the research validity and legitimacy. The QCA process 
shows the concept of consistency through three frame requirements: Unidimensional, 
Mutually Exclusive, and Exhaustiveness (Schreier 2014). Primary frame requirements are 
unidimensional, ensuring they only cover one topic, such as actual employment, designed 
employment, and training. Secondly, raw data are mutually exclusive and partitioned in 
only one subcategory per primary topic. The final requirement is exhaustiveness, ensuring 
the inclusion of all information within the frame.  
Finally, multiple individuals reviewing and agreeing on the frame incorporates 
divergent perspectives and experiences. Multiple reviewers serve as a pseudo-Delphi 
method to establish a framework before beginning the investigation. Flannagan 
recommends submitting the proposed coding structure to experts in the field and utilizing 
their experience to properly align the categories with the research (Flannagan 1954). 
Experts are not always available, so a recommended and more feasible technique is to have 
multiple reviewers conduct multiple examinations on the coding and analysis of the data 
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to improve the quality of the research. Different individuals reviewing the data multiple 
times provide different perspectives, insight, and systematically validate information 
throughout the process (Crandall 2006). Incorporating multiple researchers to codify a 
single data frame, in conjunction with a well-founded discussion of the study’s sample size, 
are crucial in providing credible additions to society’s body of knowledge. 
G. SUMMARY 
This chapter established the foundation of knowledge to develop a structured 
methodology. The examination of prior data collection efforts and understanding the 
content and sequencing of training material regarding the SBS provided insight into the 
evolution of the SBS program. The review of existing surveys, research, and publications 
identified overlap to avoid redundancy while simultaneously identifying gaps in 
information required for this capstone project.  
Furthermore, this chapter examined various task analyses, elicitation methods, and 
analysis methods necessary to answer the research questions. Based on the literature 
review, the Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) is best suited for less experienced 
researchers and takes significantly less time to elicit the knowledge required. The 
combination of surveys and semi-structured interviews provides a layered approach to 
elicit information and feedback from SBS operators. The semi-structured interviews 
provide the research team flexibility when interviewing SBS operators. Lastly, the 
commonalities between the qualitative analysis methods of a QCA, CTA, and CIT call for 
an iterative analysis process. Multiple analysts reviewing the data eliminates bias and 
subjectivity. The information collected and analyzed throughout this literature review 
assisted in the development of the methodology. The methodology described in Chapter 
III performs the necessary functions to determine the differences that exist between the 
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III. METHODOLOGY  
A. PARTICIPANTS  
Nine of the 14 Army units were selected to participate in the research based on 
three criteria. First, the units agreed to participate in the SBS system data collection. 
Second, the participants trained on the SBS system. Third, the participants were involved 
in a major training exercise or operational deployment with the SBS system. The capstone 
team, for example, did not select 2 BCT, 4 ID because the unit did not use the system after 
receiving the initial training for a major training exercise or an operational deployment 
(Chief Warrant Officer Four, U.S. Army, email to author, June 17, 2020). Table 7 outlines 
the nine units interviewed and surveyed, along with the corresponding data collection 
methods. 
Table 7. Data Collection Method by Army Unit 
Unit Location Data Collection Method 
1st BCT, 82nd ABN Fort Bragg, NC Interview 
3rd BCT, 82nd ABN Fort Bragg, NC Interview 
1st BCT, 25th ID Fort Wainwright, AK Interview 
1st SFAB Fort Benning, GA Interview 
2nd BCT, 82nd ABN Deployed to Iraq Survey 
3rd BCT, 10th MTN Fort Polk, LA Survey 
1st BN, 75th IN Hunter Army Airfield, GA Survey 
3rd Special Forces 
Group 
Fort Bragg, NC Survey 
JRTC – OPS Group Fort Polk, LA Survey 
 
Among the nine Army units participating in the study, the capstone team contacted 
SBS users and leaders to elicit data. The SBS user involvement was voluntary. To 
participate in the study, individuals had to be active duty service members or DA Civilians. 
Furthermore, study participants must have trained on the system and employed the SBS in 
an operational environment. Multiple sampling methods were used to achieve the 
objectives of this research. Soliciting information from SBS users allowed the study to 
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examine events where user innovation occurred and how operators implemented NET 
during operations (Roulston 2010). The capstone team used three sampling techniques to 
identify and select prospective participants. First, intensity sampling formed the basis of 
the SBS user selection criteria by focusing on SBS users, managers, and leaders with 
experience employing the system. Second, snowball sampling increased the likelihood of 
collecting data from individuals with the most experience using the system. Third, 
convenience sampling enabled the capstone team to collect data by increasing the number 
of interview and survey participants based on unit and soldier availability. 
A total of 27 participants volunteered to be interviewed or to take a survey. There 
were a total of seven volunteers for the interviews with a wide range of job descriptions. 
Of the seven volunteers, there were two UAS operations technicians (150U), two source 
intelligence analyst (35F), one electronic warfare specialist (17E), one cavalry scout (19D), 
and one infantryman (11B). All interview participants were enlisted and served in 
predominantly 1st SFAB or 82nd ABN organizations. For surveys, a total of 20 responses 
were recorded. The largest sample population came from enlisted infantry soldiers with 12 
responses (11B). The remaining surveys consisted of two infantry officers (11A), two 
special forces officers (18A), three chief warrant officers (CW), and one civilian contractor. 
The majority of survey participants came from 10th MTN and the special forces community 
using the snowball sampling method. Participant ranks for interviews and surveys ranged 
from sergeant (lowest) to command sergeant major (highest) for enlisted soldiers. The 
officer ranks varied between the second lieutenant to major. Three participants were chief 
warrant officer fours. Lastly, there was one participant who was a civilian DoD contractor. 
B. EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS  
To complete the project, the team utilized two SBS systems, a computer software 
simulator, and multiple software packages. The primary use of the SBS systems and 
simulator took place during the two-day NET. Multiple software packages supported data 
collection and analysis. The primary platform for conducting interviews was Microsoft 
Teams, which has both recording and transcription capabilities. The capstone team also 
coordinated a contingency communications plan with the units. The participants’ responses 
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were directly recorded into an interview transcript document using the dictate feature in 
Microsoft Word. The NVivo software package was the primary data analysis tool used 
once the transcription of interviews was complete. The NVivo software allowed qualitative 
data to be imported and analyzed across multiple interview transcripts and survey 
responses. Qualtrics software was the primary tool used for developing the surveys. 
Additionally, the collection of SBS users’ feedback from surveys took place using the same 
software package. The capstone team exported quantitative responses to a Microsoft Excel 
document securely stored on the NPS server. 
C. PROCEDURES   
The capstone team created a tailored four-step methodology adapted from existing 
ACTA frameworks. The objective of utilizing the methodology is to determine the 
differences between how SBS users employ the SBS system, the training they receive on 
the SBS system, and the SBS system training documents. The developed methodology 
consists of four primary steps: analyze existing material, collect SBS user feedback, 
organize and validate feedback, and data analysis. An object flow in the form of a feedback 
loop connects the collected SBS user feedback and organizes and validates feedback steps. 
The feedback loop created flexibility for the capstone team by setting conditions to revisit 
steps if further clarification was needed. Figure 3 represents the SBS capstone project’s 
methodology and is defined in further detail in this chapter. 
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 Four-Step Model. Adapted from Lee et al. (2017). 
D. STEP 1 – ANALYZE EXISTING MATERIAL 
The first step in the methodology was to analyze existing SBS research, surveys, 
publications, and training materials (as described in Chapter II) to develop the survey and 
interview questions. Included in this step was the completion of the SBS NET provided by 
the PEO Soldier. The training, which was the same training SBS users received, lasted two 
days and followed a crawl, walk, and run training methodology commonly used in the 
military. Training day one consisted of an overview PowerPoint brief of the SBS system, 
followed by practice missions on the SBS flight simulator. The training transitioned from 
the simulator to employing the SBS system by flying it indoors to practice GPS denied 
flight operations. The second training day occurred at an outdoor park and focused on the 
return-to-home-station function and waypoints. The training concluded with a 30-minute 




Informed by the team’s experience with NET and interacting with the NET trainer, 
the team then developed a semi-structured interview questionnaire with a total of 31 
questions. The questionnaire was segmented into the following five sections: 
demographics (7), training (5), equipment documentation (6), employment (10), and 
snowball sampling (3). Each question contained a series of probes to stimulate conversation 
and gain additional information if necessary. The complete list of interview questions 
appears in Appendix E. In addition to the interviews, the capstone team developed the 
survey using the web based Qualtrics software. The survey consisted of 26 questions for 
SBS users or 28 questions for SBS leaders or managers broken into four categories. All 
participants answered questions in the demographic (7) and SBS training and employment 
(14) categories. Based on the respondent’s role, they would answer the questions in either 
the SBS user (5) or SBS leaders or managers (7) category. The participant responses for 
employing the SBS determined if they received the SBS user or SBS leader or manager 
questions. In addition to short answer responses, the survey included multiple-choice and 
Likert scale questions to produce additional quantitative data. The estimated completion 
time for the survey was 15 minutes. Appendix F is a copy of the survey.  
Once PEO Soldier approved the survey and interview questions, the survey and 
interview materials were submitted to the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) Institutional 
Review Boards (IRB) for approval. After reviewing the research proposal and IRB packet, 
the NPS IRB determined that their approval was not required to conduct the interviews and 
survey because the board determined the information was not generalizable. The results 
were given to the program office and were not used for any other purpose. The IRB’s 
determination, along with the Army Survey packet, was sent via email to the Army’s 
Records Management and Declassification Agency, at which point the capstone team 
received approval and licensure. 
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E. STEP 2 – COLLECT USER FEEDBACK  
The second step in the methodology required the capstone team to administer 
surveys and conduct interviews. Semi-structured interviews and surveys were the primary 
methods of data collection to gain SBS users’ perspectives on SBS employment and 
training. The semi-structured interviews followed a general structure, while still affording 
interview participants to expand on their responses. Additionally, the semi-structured 
interviews allowed probing questions to gather additional information from the SBS users 
(Noonan 2013). While the interviews are useful for units with no network constraints, 
another data collection tool was needed to gather information from units with network 
connectivity challenges. Therefore, adding surveys into the methodology enabled the 
researchers to collect data from deployed units.  
The project team developed interview procedures, coordinated a communication 
plan and schedule, and conducted checks before the interviews. All interviews were 
conducted in teams of two using an interviewer and a scribe. The interviews ranged from 
40 to 90 minutes. The two-person interview teams did not conduct sequential interviews, 
which provided two primary benefits. The first benefit was that it allowed the interviewers 
time to consolidate notes and comments, such as non-verbal cues. The second benefit of 
not conducting sequential interviews is that it allowed the team time to reset and mitigate 
interviewer bias before proceeding with the next interview.   
The surveys were distributed by emailing an access link and passcode to the two 
surveyed unit liaisons. The capstone team decided to use a universal link and passcode to 
relieve any additional burden on units willing to participate in the research. Although the 
team lost visibility on who completed the surveys, sending the surveys directly to potential 
respondents would have required the unit liaisons to consolidate the email addresses of 
every SBS user and leader. Each unit liaison distributed the survey link and universal 
passcode to the SBS users and leaders. The survey remained open for 38 days, which 
provided the units and SBS users flexibility to complete the survey based on their 
operational mission requirements. Once the survey window closed, the data was exported 
onto an excel sheet to be analyzed later.  
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F. STEP 3 – ORGANIZE AND REVIEW FEEDBACK  
The third step in the methodology was to organize and review the interview and 
survey responses. Step three is critical to the capstone team’s methodology because it 
transcribed the collected data from the entire sample population in an organized manner 
for analysis in the subsequent step. Immediately following each interview, the two-person 
interview team conducted the first pass of data, which verified the accuracy of the speech-
to-text transcription software. The capstone team corrected discrepancies by examining the 
recording and interviewers’ notes. The first pass served three primary purposes. First, it 
immediately captured relevant facts and allowed the research team to document non-verbal 
cues from the interview stored in the researchers’ short-term memory. Second, it allowed 
the research team to properly format each interview transcript in Microsoft Word to 
maximize the automated coding capabilities of the NVivo qualitative analysis software. 
Third, the first pass familiarized the interview team with the collected data to identify new 
questions to explore in a follow-on semi-structured interview. Identifying concepts to 
explore during interviews allowed the team to develop additional probing questions for 
subsequent interviews—the feedback loop depicted in Figure 3.  
After the interview, the capstone team ensured the accuracy of each interview 
transcript and imported it into the NVivo software’s project library. The NVivo project 
library allowed for a single analysis across multiple interview transcripts in one dialogue 
window. Additionally, qualitative short answers in the survey were imported from 
Qualtrics into NVivo using the existing collaborative features between the two programs. 
The other survey responses—demographics, Likert scale, and multiple-choice—were 
consolidated into a single Microsoft Excel document and stored on a secure NPS server.  
G. STEP 4 – DATA ANALYSIS  
The fourth step of the methodology analyzed the interview and survey data to 
examine the differences between SBS employment, training, and documentation. Step four 
was the qualitative analysis process of coding data into categories, sorting categories into 
themes, and synthesizing the information (Saldaña 2011). During the second pass, the 
researchers developed an initial code structure across the interview and survey responses. 
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Because of the capstone team member’s experience as Army Officers, the team deliberately 
chose to develop the first code structure after completing all data collection to mitigate 
researcher bias. Building the initial code structure before data collection could have created 
confirmation bias amongst the research team, which would have affected how the questions 
were asked and how the team interpreted the results. Therefore, mitigation of researcher 
bias took place by developing a coding structure after completing all data collection. The 
code structure was developed through multiple iterations due to the high subjectivity in the 
qualitative data analysis. Each member of the capstone team individually analyzed the 
same three interview transcripts and surveys to develop their code structure. The capstone 
team compared the five code structures for similarities and differences. The process took 
place continuously until the research team reached a 90% agreement on the code structure.  
During the third pass, the researchers sorted the entire set of SBS user responses 
into the code structure developed in the second pass. Data sorted by one member of the 
team was verified for accuracy by another. This additional check mitigated the subjectivity 
and researcher bias associated with qualitative analysis while simultaneously validating the 
code structure to ensure no new themes or concepts emerged. The fourth pass synthesized 
the coded and sorted data to identify common themes and relationships across all SBS 
users’ responses and feedback. The NVivo software streamlined the analysis by rapidly 
analyzing coded responses, word frequency queries, analysis of convergence and 
divergence of the data, and relationships among themes. Additionally, the interview data 
generated descriptive statistics of the sample population, including central tendency and 
variation in answers elicited from structured questions.  
Documenting the entire analysis process was critical to ensure the credibility of the 
research. The capstone team’s detailed records of the analysis process served three primary 
purposes. First, documenting the analysis allowed the team to make a determination 
whether the sample size was sufficient. During the coding process, the capstone team 
identified that new themes no longer emerged after interview transcript 5 and survey result 
7; therefore, the sample size appeared to be adequate. New themes emerging in the last 
document coded would have indicated the sample size was too small. Second, recording 
the process allowed the research team to check for researcher bias or limitations of the 
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study. Third, the research team maintained a log of recommendations for the SBS program 
office or areas for future research. 
The methodology described in the chapter enabled the research team to examine 
the data while collecting new data to answer the primary and subordinate research 
questions. Chapter IV contains the qualitative and quantitative analysis and results of the 
outlined methodology. The proceeding chapter describes the common themes from both 
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IV. RESULTS 
Using the methodology described in Chapter III, interviews and surveys elicited 
data from SBS users. Seven participants were interviewed, and 20 surveys were completed 
using Qualtrics. However, two of the 20 surveys were removed from analysis. The first 
was eliminated because no questions were answered. The second was eliminated because 
the survey was 41% complete in 2.9 minutes before it was closed, suggesting that the 
participant did not invest sufficient time and thought in responding to the questions. 
Therefore, data from 25 participants were analyzed. First, this chapter addresses the 
project’s smaller sample size and briefly describes the data analysis process. Next, the 
findings of the three sub-research questions are presented, which will support answering 
the primary research question: What differences exist between the way users employ the 
SBS system, the training they receive, and the system's training documents? Lastly, this 
chapter concludes with six additional findings identified during the data analysis. 
The project’s small sample size of 25 SBS operators is due to two primary factors. 
First, COVID-19 policies restricted accessibility to SBS operators. Because of teleworking 
and social distancing requirements during the time of the study, access for interviews with 
SBS operators was limited. Therefore, surveys were added to the data collection technique. 
Secondly, with the addition of surveys, approval was needed from the Army Survey Office.  
The approval process pushed the start of data collection of the project timeline to the right, 
which consequently had an impact on unit participation because the later starting date 
created conflicts with the unit’s training schedules. The survey approval process shortened 
the project team’s data collection window and decreased operator availability. The results 
presented here may not have captured all demographics important to the system. These 
results should be interpreted as indicative, not necessarily inclusive or exhaustive. 
However, the interviews and surveys could prove to be useful for future research.  
The data elicited from SBS operators during the interviews and surveys were 
categorized and coded. The codes were short phrases developed to group the qualitative 
data from interviews and survey responses. As described in the methodology section, the 
code structure was built after the first three interviews and surveys to mitigate researcher 
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bias. Using the agreed-upon code structure, two project team members coded the remaining 
interviews and surveys, and the results were double checked by another project team 
member. The coding process was iterative, and the code structure evolved as the analysis 
proceeded. Every time the code structure was revised, the entire data set was re-coded to 
ensure consistency. There were no changes or revisions to the code structure after the 
analysis of interview five. The coding structure was similar for both the interviews and 
surveys. However, the interviews required more categories than the surveys because the 
semi-structured interview method led to a greater variety of responses. A detailed 
description of the code structure and the results of the interviews and surveys are in 
Appendix G. 
A. FINDINGS OF RESEARCH SUB-QUESTION 1 
How do soldiers employ the SBS system in an operational environment? 
There are five employment methods identified from participants' responses 
regarding how the SBS system is employed in an operational environment. The five 
employment methods were identified as (in order from most to least frequently cited): 
reconnaissance (42%), security (23%), target acquisition (16%), intelligence collection 
(13%), and mounted operations (6%). Reconnaissance enabled operators to identify enemy 
personnel, suspicious activity, and enemy vehicles. Security provided operators early 
warning of enemy movement and protected friendly forces. Target acquisition allowed 
operators to identify targets, observe the effects, or adjust indirect or direct weapon 
systems. Intelligence collection utilized the SBS system to confirm named areas of interest. 
Lastly, mounted operations increased an SBS operator's situational awareness from inside 
a tactical vehicle.  
The data suggest that the SBS system's role is expanding. As the SBS system is 
more widely available, SBS operators are integrating the system into missions to provide 
more diverse capabilities. Table 8 provides examples of narratives from SBS system 
employment for each employment method. 
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Table 8. Operator Narratives of SBS System Employment 
 
 
B. FINDINGS OF RESEARCH SUB-QUESTION 2 
What training do the soldiers who employ the SBS system receive? 
The training soldiers receive on the SBS system was separated into two categories: 
initial training and unit-level sustainment training. First, initial training encompassed a 
formal block of training new users receive to familiarize themselves with the SBS system. 
Respondents received this training from the NET instructors, unit trainers, or self-taught 
(no formal training). Nineteen of 25 (76%) participants completed the initial PEO Soldier's 
NET course training. One of 25 (4%) received initial training from a trainer at the unit-
level. Lastly, five of 25 participants (20%) received no formal training and taught 
themselves how to use the system.  
Based on the sample population, the NET provided students the necessary 
foundation to operate and employ the SBS system. AR 95-1, Aviation Flight Regulations, 
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states that “the SBS is a self-taught system” (DA 2018a, 66). The system is meant to be a 
system with no formal training required. However, two of seven interviewees who did not 
receive initial training through either the NET or their unit exhibited limited knowledge 
about the system's function compared to the interviewees who completed the NET. The 
five interviewees who completed the NET had an average confidence level for employing 
the SBS system of 7.7 on a 10-point scale (1 - least confident to 10 - most confident). 
Similarly, 11 of 14 survey respondents were confident or completely confident when 
operating the system after the NET, based on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 
completely unconfident to completely confident.  
Regarding the NET course, a master trainer said,” I think what they did was perfect 
to build the base the operator needs to go out and fly.” The NET course's training slides 
were used as the standard documentation for unit-level initial training. This ensures the 
NET instructors and unit trainers communicated the same information on the complex and 
non-standard procedures not outlined in the operator's manual. Examples of the procedures 
taught explicitly by the NET instructors and training slides are the follow-me, GPS denied 
environment operations, return-to-home, and downed air vehicle recovery.   
Of the participants who attended the NET course or unit-level initial training, their 
responses exhibited a higher-level of technical knowledge on procedures to maximize the 
SBS system's capabilities. Conversely, the self-trained participants did not understand how 
to conduct procedures such as the follow-me, GPS denied environment operations, return-
to-home, and downed air vehicle recovery; those who did not receive NET did not discover 
what was taught in NET during their self-training. For example, one interviewee who was 
a master trainer with other SUAS platform experience did not attend the NET course. 
During the interview, he expressed the need for a function that the system is currently 
capable of performing. Additionally, he expressed a low level of confidence in his ability 
to operate the system and stated, “that function might be in there, but like I said a little bit 
of [a] lack of training is probably a culprit there.” Based on the responses to SBS 
confidence levels, overall the initial training conducted through PEO Soldier's NET is 
effective, and unit-level initial training replicates the NET course using the training slides. 
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However, self-taught individuals lack an understanding of more complex and non-standard 
procedures.   
The second form of training is unit-level sustainment training, which occurs after 
initial training. Of the sample population, 17 of 25 participants (68%) described conducting 
unit-level sustainment training. One respondent described the importance of sustainment 
training by stating, “Now, it's obviously on the unit now to build that proficiency.” Units 
rely on their knowledge of similar SUAS and aviation Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) to conduct sustainment training and build proficiency. Three of the eight units had 
developed SBS SOPs to guide the training and employment of the system. The SBS is 
being integrated into unit-level sustainment training; however, the data suggest that SBS 
utilization occurs more frequently in collective training exercises from the company to the 
brigade-level. Examples include field training exercises, battalion gunneries, live-fire 
exercises, and range operations. Additionally, two of eight units have routine SUAS 
currency training where the SBS operators can simultaneously train and gain proficiency 
alongside other SUAS platform operators. 
C. FINDINGS OF RESEARCH SUB-QUESTION 3 
How do soldiers utilize the SBS system’s documentation? 
The SBS is meant to be a system with no formal training requirement. AR 95-1 
states that “the SBS is a self-taught system” (DA 2018a, 66). FLIR's operator's manual, 
FLIR's quick reference guide (QRG), and the NET-provided training slides are the three 
primary reference documents. The three documents are the source of SBS system 
information for training and serves as references in the event troubleshooting is required. 
When asked what he most commonly used the operator’s manual for, an interviewee stated, 
“I've used it to assist with teaching classes and then just a quick glance if I need to go back 
and do something or see something that I didn't quite remember like wind speed or just 
general guidelines for flying.” The participants described varying degrees of use of one, 
two, or all three reference documents. Units are not currently using a single-source 
document as the primary reference to train and assist in operating and employing the SBS 
system.  
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Only two of seven interviewees stated they used FLIR's operator's manual to assist 
with training and employing the SBS system. In the survey data, two unsolicited responses 
positively described the utility of the operator's manual. When referencing the operator's 
manual, one survey respondent claimed that “the manual for the [SBS system] was helpful 
and really all my soldiers used [it].” When asked how the operator's manuals were helpful, 
one interviewee, stated “it gave me everything I needed to know.” Conversely, one 
interviewee said that a shortcoming of FLIR's manual is the lack of national stock numbers 
(NSN) required to order spare parts through the Army's supply system. 
When directly asked, five of the seven interviewees expressed their minimal use of 
FLIR's operator's manual. One interviewee alluded to the QRG as being necessary because 
“soldiers will never look at [the operators' manual], they will look at the quick reference 
guide.” When directly asked about the SBS's documentation, one interviewee stated, 
“Between the owner's manual and quick reference guide it has all of the information that I 
can probably give it to my nephew, and he would be able to figure it out.” The quick 
reference guide is a useful supplement to FLIR's operator's manual as it makes the most 
pertinent information accessible to SBS operators. 
Even though operators acknowledge the usefulness of the two approved 
publications from FLIR, it appears operators prefer the NET training slides. An interviewee 
who only uses the NET-developed training slides as a guide to help with the SBS system's 
operation suggested that the operator's manual was not required if the training slides are 
available. When asked how the operator's manual assisted in the operation of the SBS, that 
same interviewee stated, “I don't use it, that's the reality.” When asked the same question, 
a different interviewee answered, “We have been utilizing the NET's power points slides 
because it's more of a down and dirty.” The NET-developed training slides appear to 
provide enough information to assist the operators in using the SBS system. Various 
reference documents are being used by units to train SBS operators. The lack of 
standardization has resulted in varying degrees of SBS knowledge possessed by operators. 
Different units place varying degrees of emphasis on the three reference documents, 
resulting in different initial training, proficiency training, and system employment. 
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D. FINDINGS OF THE PRIMARY RESEARCH QUESTION 
What differences exist between the way users employ the SBS system, the 
training they receive, and the system's training documents? 
This section answers the research question and highlights the alignment of the three 
aspects of employment, training, and documentation. The systematic evaluation illustrates 
the differences and similarities described by the participants of the study. The sub-
questions discussed in the previous sections help to identify the differences between all 
three areas. 
1. Differences 
The data collected during the study highlighted the primary differences between the 
SBS system’s documentation, training programs, and employment methods. The 
differences are outlined in the following sub-sections. Figure 4 graphically represents the 
differences between the documentation, training, and employment. 
 
 Differences between Documentation, Training, and Employment 
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a. Training and Employment 
(1) Follow-Me Function Procedure. 
SBS Operators who do not receive initial training from the NET did not receive 
training on the mission planning function referred to as the FMF by participants. Two of 
seven interviewees who did not attend the NET described this as a capability gap in the 
SBS system. Both individuals stated they were self-taught on the SBS system and had 
SUAS experience with other platforms. When asked about improving the system, one 
interviewee stated, “Would have really helped us use it [the SBS system] better would have 
been that kind of quick follow function.” The other interviewee stated, “One thing I wish 
it [the SBS system] was able to do was a follow mode. For example, you could throw it up 
and if you needed to move, but you don't have to move it yourself. It would just follow you 
or follow whoever had the GCS [ground control station] on.” 
(2) Night Training Operations 
While the NET teaches the procedures that are being followed to employ the SBS 
system, the operational context in which the system is employed is different. The NET does 
not train nighttime operations; however, tactical maneuver units primarily operate at night. 
Two participants highlighted this difference. A master trainer stated, “I think that it should 
be mandatory to fly it at night because...people will not be operating this asset during the 
day.” The same master trainer stated, “usually when they first go fly at night is when they're 
like on the mission. It's a little bit tricky for them to be able to complete their mission plus, 
at the same time learning for the first time how to fly at night.” Since the NET training 
course does not conduct training at night, SBS operators are not exposed to increased 
complexities induced by nighttime conditions in a safe and controlled training 
environment.  
Operating in nighttime conditions is exacerbated by the payload's field of view and 
resolution. The nighttime procedures do not change, but the low illumination forces SBS 
operators to use the thermal infrared camera, which has a narrower field of view and lower 
quality resolution. Five participants criticized the payload's limited field of view, and nine 
criticized the payload as having an inadequate resolution. A cavalry scout team leader and 
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experienced SBS operator said, “the nighttime camera resolution was way worse. You 
really couldn't clear it up like you could the daytime. It didn't matter. It was always 
pixelated, and the field of view was smaller.” Because the NET did not provide night 
training to participants, they were unaware of how the change in illumination would impact 
their operations and how to operate within those limitations. An additional interviewee 
stated, “if they were flying it too high, they really couldn't tell what was going on, like they 
couldn't see the troops.” The SBS operators discovered during the employment of the SBS 
that poor payload resolution forces them to maneuver the air vehicle closer to their 
objective. 
(3) Mounted Operations 
Two participants described using the SBS system during mounted operations, are 
is not included in the training program. Again, the difference resides in the operational 
context in which users employ the SBS system. The SBS system is being utilized to support 
mounted operations, which is not taught by the NET, nor codified in the documentation. 
However, two participants described their successful employment of the SBS during 
mounted operations. One participant described the system's use during mounted gunnery 
crew qualifications. During the crew qualifications, the SBS operator assisted the gunner 
in acquiring targets. When asked to describe a mission that was successful because of the 
SBS, the second participant said, “We had most of the success stories...with the RCPs 
[route clearance patrols] or the QRF [quick reaction force] that are sent out to investigate 
that UXO [unexploded ordnance] or that IED [improvised explosive device].” In both 
instances, the SBS system was successfully employed using the same procedures as taught 
by the training program, but the operators changed the operational context by using the 
SBS system to support mounted operations. 
b. Documentation and Training 
The project identified two differences between the SBS system's documentation 
and training. The SBS system's documentation refers to the following three reference 
documents: FLIR's operator's manual, FLIR's quick reference guide (QRG), and the NET-
provided training slides. At the time of the project, the Army's Technical Manual was not 
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available to the participants; therefore, the units relied on the commercial documentation 
and PEO Soldier's training material. Since, the completion of the data collection, the 
Army’s Technical manual was published on September 15, 2020. 
(1) Follow-Me Function 
The procedures for the follow-me function are not outlined in the operator's manual 
and quick reference guide. Therefore, operators who self-train using only the QRG, FLIR's 
operator manual, or the technical manual will not maximize the capabilities of the SBS 
system. Additionally, the Army's newly approved SBS Technical Manual (TM 11-1550-
261-10) does not include the follow-me function procedures. Based on the sample 
population's narratives, the difference is the inability to learn non-standard procedures from 
the system's documentation. Individuals who self-teach only gain the information 
published in the documentation; however, they are not trained on the most current non-
standard procedures and TTPs gained through operational experience, mainly the "Follow-
Me Function" (FMF). Two participants described the value of having an FMF, but because 
they self-trained using the operator's manual and quick reference guide, they were unaware 
the SBS had a FMF mode. Knowledge of the non-standard procedure, FMF, would allow 
the SBS system to automatically allow the base station without needing an operator to 
maneuver the SBS system. The FMF is advantageous to tactical units that encounter an 
enemy force; soldiers could focus on returning fire or maneuvering. They would not be 
distracted by flying the SBS system back to the base station before engaging in either of 
those activities. During NET, the instructors teach the mission planning function, which is 
a capability that can be manipulated to get the SBS system to follow the base station. 
However, participants are not taught the mission planning function consistently across the 
three types of initial training. Furthermore, the FMF procedures are not codified in the NET 
published documents. The absence of FMF procedures in the formal SBS documentation 
results in self-trained operators being unaware of this important function. 
(2) Mounted Operations 
The newly published SBS system TM states, “The UAS is designed specifically for 
dismounted operations” (DA 2020, 1). However, two participants described successfully 
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utilizing the SBS system during mounted operations. The operational context and manner 
in which the two participants trained and employed the SBS system does not align with the 
documentation. Using the SBS system during mounted operations is an example of soldiers 
discovering unanticipated ways to accomplish their mission outside the purposes specified 
in the documentation. 
(3) No Standardized Unit Reference Material for Training 
There is no formal document standardizing unit-level initial and sustainment 
training. The lack of standardization resulted in varying degrees of SBS knowledge and 
system capabilities from participants. The varying degrees of SBS knowledge can depend 
on which document a unit has available, or how the unit chooses to train their operators. A 
Brigade UAS Operations Officer expressed the need for establishing a training standard by 
one of the Army's Centers of Excellence (CoE). The interviewee stated, “There must be 
someone out there that develops a program of instruction that is the standard for the SBS. 
I think MCOE [Maneuver Center of Excellence] should develop a training program of 
instruction standard. Right now, there is no standard; training varies between units.” 
c. Documentation and Employment 
(1) Follow-Me Function 
Similar to the difference between the documentation and training, the lack of 
codification of the FMF in the documentation does not allow self-taught operators to 
maximize the capabilities of the SBS system in operational environments. Since the 
function is not in the documentation, the self-trained operators do not know how to execute 
the FMF procedures during training or employment of the SBS system. 
2. Similarities 
There are many similarities between the SBS system’s documentation, training, and 
employment. However, this section will only highlight four similarities, which are 
graphically depicted in Figure 5. 
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 Similarities between Documentation, Training, and Employment 
a. Training and Employment 
(1) Training an Employment Procedures Are the Same 
Procedurally operators are employing the system in the manner in which they are 
taught. For example, operators conducted a down aircraft recovery exercise during the 
NET. The operators located the aircraft by following the procedures from the last known 
GPS location and activating the beacon. Participants were asked if they had ever performed 
a down aircraft recovery during operations. An operator responded they were able to locate 
the aircraft based on the GPS location procedures taught during the NET. Participant 
narratives share that they are expanding upon their training to use the SBS in different 
scenarios. But even though they are expanding the use of the SBS in other operational 
contexts, participants are using the steps taught in training to execute the mission tasks. 
(2) Training Positively Impacts Employment 
As units gain familiarity and routinely employ the SBS system, they are refining 
their tactics and employment. One participant stated, “It [the SBS] was part of every pre-
mission brief we had. They [leaders] always included the SBS, and we knew exactly when 
or where we would employ it.” The pre-mission planning included pre-loading buildings 
or targets of interest as waypoints before missions in a combat zone. Additionally, another 
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participant said, “It's always part of our basic defense plan and then just METT-TC 
[mission, enemy, troop, terrain, time, and civilian consideration] whether we actually used 
or not.” As both training repetitions and operators' confidence in the system continue to 
increase, units are experimenting with different uses for the system. The following are a 
few examples: including SBS operators in gun trucks; exploring uses for building and room 
clearing operations; using the SBS tail beacon to distract enemy during night operations; 
or placing infrared markings on the airframe to locate a downed air vehicle at night. 
b. Documentation and Training 
(1) The NET PoI and Training Slides Are the Baseline for Unit-Level Training 
Two of the seven interviewees (a brigade UAS Operations Officer and battalion 
master trainer) were responsible for developing and/or implementing their unit SBS SOPs. 
Both participants preferred to use the NET training slides as their primary reference 
document. When asked to describe their unit-level initial training, the battalion master 
trainer answered that “they had a PowerPoint for every single bit of info that they could 
ever think of,” supporting the notion that the NET's training slides provide enough 
information to facilitate the operation of the SBS. The NET's training slides are easy for 
PEO Soldier to maintain with the most updated information. 
c. Documentation and Employment 
(1) Adherence to Documentation 
SBS operators are operating the SBS within the system limitations described within 
the documentation (i.e., operator's manual).  For example, the SBS system's specified 
endurance (battery life) is 25 minutes (DA 2020). A first sergeant reported, “They [SBS 
operators] know that they have 10 minutes at best if it's a little bit windy and they have to 
fight the wind on the way back to the recovery point…now they're thinking I have 
anywhere between five and eight minutes of really flying this thing.” The participants know 
and are adhering to the specified system limitations. Furthermore, SBS operators are 
accounting for the limitations when planning for and employing the SBS system. 
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E. ADDITIONAL FINDINGS 
This section provides six additional findings from the data analysis not directly tied 
to the research questions. The findings are synthesized themes across the interview and 
survey data. The section begins with an analysis of the SBS system's future configuration 
because it was directly requested by the PEO Soldier— the primary stakeholder. As the 
section proceeds, the remaining five findings are described in progression across both the 
training and employment, as well as factors which hinder both SBS system training and 
employment functional areas. 
1. Participants’ Recommendations for Future SBS Systems 
To assist PEO Soldier in developing the SBS system's next variant, respondents 
were asked about their preference for the number of air vehicles included in the system. 
Ten participants preferred a single air vehicle, 11 participants preferred two air vehicles, 
and two preferred three air vehicles. The participants also identified system limitations that 
should be addressed in future designs. The five cited most often and the number of times 
they were mentioned by participants are as follows: 
• The payload's poor resolution and limited field of view (20 times). 
• The short battery life or mission endurance as a hindrance to mission 
accomplishment (18 times). 
• The SBS system's inability to operate in windy conditions (14 times). 
• The line-of-sight mission range (12 times). 
• The propeller’s durability (seven times). 
2. Feedback on the SBS System NET 
As previously stated, 19 of 25 (76%) of the participants completed their initial 
training through PEO Soldier's NET course. Based on participants' responses, they 
appeared satisfied with the two-day course structure, including a weather day, the 
instructor-to-student ratio, the inclusion of the simulator in the training, and the multiple 
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practical exercises during hands-on training. Additionally, NET training slides were very 
detailed and provided a useful reference for unit-level initial and sustainment training. 
However, the participants provided four recommendations to improve the NET: 
• Additional repetitions and hands-on practical exercises (six participants). 
• Training in nighttime conditions (two participants/five times). 
• Ensure all students use the simulator before operating the SBS system 
(one participant - a master trainer).  
• Incorporate more comprehensive airspace management instruction to 
ensure operators have a better understanding of deconfliction procedures 
(one participant). 
3. Lack of Simulator Interoperability and Accessibility Hinder Training 
The SBS operators cannot install the simulator software program from a USB drive 
on a government network. Therefore, the simulator software must be installed on a stand-
alone computer with adequate processing power. Participants described these simulator 
issues 15 times. Units are overcoming the limitations of the simulator software availability 
by installing the simulator on their Aviation Mission Planning System (AMPS) computers 
or personal computers. One participant stated, “I have to put it in a personal computer.” 
Another unit tried to install the simulator software on their Panasonic Toughbook laptops 
for Raven and Puma. This approach was unsuccessful because those laptops run on 
Windows 7 and the simulator software requires Windows 10.  
Despite the limitations, units and SBS operators still value the simulator to aid 
initial training and sustainment training. The participants made 22 positive comments about 
the simulator. One participant stated, “More people will be willing to self-teach [on the 
SBS system], if the simulator was easier to access.” In addition to building a base of 
knowledge in initial training, units institute simulator currency requirements to maintain 
operator proficiency and build operator confidence with the system. One unit requires their 
operators to use the simulator before flying the SBS system as a local policy.  
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The data suggest that the integration of the simulator into training provides four 
primary benefits. First, the simulator helps establish a baseline knowledge of the SBS 
operations and controls. Three of 14 survey participants who attended the NET did not use 
the simulator. These three individuals selected neutral as their confidence level with 
operating the system at the completion of the NET on a five-point Likert scale ranging 
from completely unconfident to completely confident. These were the only three survey 
respondents who selected a confidence level lower than confident. Second, the simulator 
helps operators maintain proficiency and build operator confidence. The increase in 
proficiency and operator confidence leads to the third benefit, a reduction in crashes. Fewer 
crashes reduce system cost and disruptions to collective training events. A participant 
stated, “The [simulator] software a let me [fly the SBS] without worrying about crashing 
it. It also helped to understand the controls. I wish we had one now.” The' simulator’s fourth 
benefit is that the training device allows units to continue training while improved range 
control procedures are implemented to enable flight training on the installation. 
4. Unclear Logistics Procedures Decrease Operators’ Confidence and 
Usage 
Units and SBS operators do not understand the logistics procedures to replace 
broken components or requisition additional authorized equipment. This issue is 
compounded by the fact that the FLIR’s operator’s manual does not contain the national 
stock numbers (NSNs) for the SBS’s components. Participants described 19 instances of 
unclear logistical procedures and a shortage of repair parts. Furthermore, participants 
described a need for the extended range antenna and BB-5590 battery charging cables to 
expand capabilities to improve mission accomplishment. The extended range antenna 
increases the LoS mission range of the system and the BB-5590 provides charging 
capabilities from a tactical vehicle. The participants described the need for the additional 
authorized items 18 times.  
The unclear logistics procedures have two primary impacts on the operator’s 
training on, and employment of, the SBS system. First, the lack of clarity decreases leaders’ 
willingness to train operators and employ the system. A participant reported that the biggest 
challenge with the system was the “fear of higher-level leaders from employing the system 
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due to fear of loss.” The second impact of unclear logistic procedures is that it decreases 
SBS operators’ confidence in employing the system. Thirteen responses indicated a lack 
of operator confidence and decreased utilization because of the fear of equipment damage 
or loss. Units and operators are hesitant to train on the system and push its limits. One 
participant stated, “It’s a cool system, but me personally I’m afraid to break it because I 
don’t know how long it’s going take for me to fix it and how much it’s going to cost.” 
5. Inconsistencies in Units’ Operating Procedures 
There is some confusion among SBS operators and units on how to manage the 
SBS system. AR 95-1, Aviation Flight Regulations, provides regulatory guidance defining 
no formal qualification training, formal training plan, currency requirements, or annual 
proficiency evaluations for the SBS (DA 2018a). However, the unit’s familiarity with other 
SUAS—such as the Raven, Puma, or Shadow—and embedded aviation Officers and 
Warrant Officers on the brigade staff tend to result in the development of similar 
qualifications, training plans, and currency requirements for SBS. 
Lower echelon units are prohibited from subtracting from the regulations but are 
permitted to add supplemental procedures. Two units, however, that developed formal 
SOPs closely mirrored other aviation regulations. These SOPs instituted qualification 
training programs and currency requirements. Four of seven interviewees suggested that 
standardized currency training would help maintain proficiency, reduce damage to 
equipment, and increase operator’s and leader’s confidence in the SBS system. One brigade 
includes the SBS in currency training with the Raven and Puma systems. Publication of 
unit standardized training programs, train-the-trainer material, and procedural training 
software was mentioned 11 times by participants. Units are looking for guidance on how 
to manage the training of the SBS system. Inconsistent unit-level operating procedures 
negatively impact the training and employment of the SBS system. 
6. Installation Airspace Procedure Inconsistencies 
Airspace management agencies - both home station and deployed - are experiencing 
the same learning challenges as the units. AR 95-1 states, “Personnel operating SBS will 
not be required to receive any familiarization training in airspace and airspace management 
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due to the small size/weight and low operating altitude of the SBS” (DA 2018a, 66). 
However, SBS operators and units are still required to abide by expanded regulatory 
guidance of local airspace management agencies. A brigade-level UAS Operations Officer 
stated, “Right now, the biggest deterrence from training is going to be the range request 
process.” Eleven participants indicated that range control or base operations offices' 
limitations hindered their training or employment of the system. One participant described 
the limitations placed by range control as, “They see it as a fully functioning aircraft and 
require the same radio transmissions as a normal helicopter. Absolutely unnecessary.”  
Another participant stated, “Pilots are extremely nervous about these kinds of devices. 
They [range control] won’t let us fly them [the SBS] at the airbase even though they would 
be extremely helpful for defense.” 
Conversely, other installations are less restrictive on the SBS system’s 
employment, creating inconsistency and confusion. As one participant described, “We will 
never get rid of this requirement but what we can do to make it easier is to come up with 
procedures that will enable training. The more red tape you put around the procedures to 
fly the SBS, units will not fly it... If it was easier to arrange training, then the units would 
use it more. If you want to enable more training, make it easier for them to train.” Units 
are working with range control and airspace controlling agencies to educate the agencies 
and develop a plan to remove some unnecessary restrictions placed on SBS operators to 
enable training. Three of seven interviewees described positive interactions with airspace 
agencies supportive of the SBS system’s training and employment. One participant 
provided an example of less restrictive procedures conducive to training and employment 
by stating, “They [Joint Readiness Training Center] mandate that SBS operate below the 
highest obstacle height. If the training unit is around trees, they cannot fly the SBS above 
the trees. If they are close to buildings, they cannot fly the SBS above the highest building.” 
Inconsistent air space management procedures negatively impact the SBS system's training 
and employment and, ultimately, the warfighter. 
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND FOCUS AREA FOR 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
The purpose of the research was to inform the program office if users were 
employing the SBS in unanticipated ways based on the current training and system 
documentation. This research reviewed existing training documentation, the NET course, 
and previous system surveys. The research team designed and conducted surveys and 
interview with 25 SBS system operators and managers. The responses from seven 
interviews and 18 surveys were categorized according to five functional areas to identify 
differences and similarities among the documentation, training, and employment of the 
SBS system. Specifically, the information gathered was analyzed to determine whether 
users employ the SBS in operational environments differently from the manner described 
by the publications and the training curriculum. Additionally, the program office requested 
an assessment of whether SBS system operators prefer the current system configuration, 
consisting of two air vehicles, or a different configuration. 
Analysis of the results revealed that differences exist among the way users employ 
the SBS system, the training they receive, and the system’s training documents. The 
intended design and employment of the SBS system is to increase situational awareness 
within a squad-sized formation with minimal operator training and no installation range 
approval. A notable difference between employment and training is the information 
presented in different initial training methods (i.e., NET, unit, and self-taught) varies and 
appears to impact the manner in which the SBS is employed, specifically regarding the 
FMF technique. Additionally, differences with installation approval processes to employ 
the SBS system hinder many operators and units from making use of training opportunities. 
Based on the analysis of results, recommendations were provided to PEO Soldier 
from the project team to assist units with training and installation clearances. Furthermore, 
results also suggest that additional studies should be conducted regarding airspace flight 
restrictions on the SBS system and a study on system employment later in the system’s 
lifecycle when more units have been issued the SBS system and simulator. A research 
limitation of this study was the researchers could collect data from only six units that had 
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been fielded the SBS. Additionally, the number of respondents within those units were 
limited due to operator availability. The COVID environment precluded travel to unit 
locations; therefore, all interaction with SBS operators occurred online or via telephone. 
A. CONCLUSION 
The project first examined the SBS system’s training, documentation, and 
employment methods. The initial training soldiers receive on the SBS system is delivered 
through three primary method: the NET instructors (76% of participants), training at the 
unit-level (4%), or self-taught through the system documentation (20%). Both the NET 
course and unit level training generally follow the same material and training slides. 
However, operators who self-teach do not learn non-standard procedures, which are 
learned through experience and are not published in the documentation. After initial 
training, the units build operator proficiency and confidence through unit level sustainment 
training, generally during collective training exercises. The experience gained through 
training allowed the participants to employ the system in an operational environment to 
conduct reconnaissance, security, target acquisition, intelligence collection, mounted 
operations. 
After independently examining the SBS system’s training, documentation, and 
employment, differences were identified among the three. The documentation does not 
outline all non-standard procedures; additionally, there appears to be no standardized 
method for unit-level initial and sustainment training, in accordance with AR 95-1. 
However, participants sought guidance on how to standardize training. While the 
procedures taught in the NET course are being followed to employ the SBS system, the 
operational context in which the system is employed is different. Employing the SBS 
during night and mounted operations is procedurally the same, but more complex for 
operators. A final difference identified non-standard “follow me function” (FMF) 
procedures which are not outlined within the systems documents. This discrepancy resulted 
in different levels of operator technical proficiency which impacted both training and 
employment. 
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PEO SOLDIER 
Recommendations for possible training modifications and user employment 
methods to shape future versions of the SBS system are listed below. 
• While no distinct preference between one or two air vehicles were stated, 
consider the limitation identified by the participants. The specific 
recommendations are listed in Chapter V, Section E. 
• Add additional repetitions and night practical exercises to the NET course 
to improve SBS operator’s baseline knowledge and confidence in the 
system.  
• Consider alternate methods of distributing the simulator software to 
increase access to the units.  
• Consider working with installations airspace management agencies to 
alleviate some of the restrictions and better enable unit-level training of 
the SBS system. 
• Coordinate with the appropriate CoE to provide further guidance on 
training requirements. 
• Publish the process for ordering replacement parts, additional authorized 
items, and funding approval clarification for units. 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The results of this project indicate that the SBS system training programs and 
employment methods are evolving as the number of training events and operational 
deployments with the system increase. The SBS system is a program in its infancy and 
efforts must remain focused on providing needed capabilities to the warfighters and setting 
the conditions to enable learning and training on the system. Based on the information 
elicited through interviews and surveys of sample population, there are two 
recommendations for future research. 
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First, analyze how airspace control procedures differ across the different U.S. Army 
installations and whether a level of standardization can be achieved. The objective of this 
research would be to establish a more conducive environment for training and employment 
of the SBS system. For a system with no formal training requirements, this study’s 
participants described multiple instances of how installations’ range control procedures 
hindered their employment of the SBS system. 
The second recommendation for further research is to conduct a study similar to 
this capstone project, but later in the SBS system’s operations and support lifecycle. 
Allowing the system to mature provides four benefits to further enhance PEO Soldiers’ 
understanding of the training and employment of the SBS system. First, PEO Soldier and 
the NET will continue to field and train additional units. As additional fielding occurs, a 
future study can elicit information from an expanding population of users. Second, 
conducting a similar study later would allow units time to train and deploy with the system, 
thereby allowing additional opportunities to refine their TTPs, SOPs, training plans, and 
employment methods. Third, a second study would allow units time to receive, 
comprehend, and use the Army’s approved SBS TM. The Army’s TM should provide 
additional clarity on the SBS system’s logistic procedures. And fourth, such a study would 
provide additional time for simulator interoperability issues to be addressed, which, in turn, 
would permit units additional time to fully implement the SBS simulator into their training 
plans. The results of the second, proposed study could be compared to the results of the 
study reported herein to determine the extent of the progress made in fielding and 
employing the SBS system. 
Finally, a limitation of this study was using surveys and VTC interviews, which 
decreased participation and the depth of responses. Future studies should elicit data through 
in-person interviews to increase participation while continuing to gain detailed narratives 
from SBS operators. 
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APPENDIX E.  INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
1. What is your MOS? 
2. What position were you serving in while using the SBS system (e.g., RTO or 
rifleman)? 
3. What type of platoon/unit were you assigned to while using the SBS? 
4. What is your current rank? 
5. How long have you been in the military? 
6. How long has it been since you last used the SBS system either in training or 
mission?  
7. Do you have experience with commercial drones or flight simulator games? 
TRAINING 
We’re now going to start with the first research area: training, both NET and unit level 
training. 
8. Tell me about the initial SBS qualification training you received (NET/unit-led). 
a. Who conducted it?  
b. What kind of training was it (classroom, simulation, hands-on)? 
c. How long was it? 
d. On a scale from 1–10 (10 being the highest confidence) how confident did you 
feel with executing the learned tasks? Move to bottom after all training questions 
have been asked? 
e. What would you do to improve the training? 
If hands on ask these additional follow-on questions:  
f. Did every student in the class get to conduct hands-on flight training? 
g. Did that impact your ability to learn or control the SBS? 
9. Do you believe the SBS simulator is useful, and, if so, describe how did it improve 
your understanding? 
a. Is there something that can be done to improve the simulator? 
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b. What is the most important thing you have learned using the simulator that 
transferred into your training or operational employment of the SBS? 
10. After you were initially trained on the SBS system, did the unit ever schedule 
sustainment training on the equipment (i.e., platoon training, sergeant time training, 
individual Soldier proficiency)? 
a. Please describe the type of unit training and at what level was it conducted. 
b. Was there any specific part of this training that assisted in operations while 
deployed or field exercises?  
c. Do you have any recommendations to improve unit sustainment training? 
d. Is there anything that has restricted your ability to conduct sustainment training? 
11. Did you use the SBS during your CTC rotations or field training exercises? 
a. What type of training event was it and at what level? (squad, platoon, company, 
battalion...) 
b. What was the mission and how did you employ the SBS? 
12. Describe the biggest maintenance problem for the SBS? 
a. Describe why or why not the operator’s manual helped? 
b. Can you describe how this maintenance was modified in a deployed or field 
environment? 
c. Can you describe a time when you had to adjust how you operated the system to 
avoid this maintenance problem?  
d. Have you found any creative way to minimize maintenance problems while 
employing the SBS system?  
Equipment Documentation (TM, Operating Manual, SOPs) 
Next, we are going to ask a series of questions about the equipment documentation. 
13. How did the Operator’s Manual assist with operations and provide an example? 
14. What did you most commonly use the manual for? (basic functions, PMCS...) 
a. Was that included in the initial qualification training? 




15. At the team, squad, platoon, or company level did you develop any additional SOPs, 
smart cards, training aid, etc., for the SBS? 
a. Can you provide an example [take a picture/get a copy]? 
b. How did the unit-developed SOP, smart card, training aid, etc., enable you to 
accomplish the mission? 
16. Based on the many uses of the SBS have you included it into existing battle drills, 
TTPs, or SOPs? If yes, please describe. 
17. Have you participated in any currency training as a dedicated SBS operator? 
a. Does your unit have a currency requirement (fly every 30, 60, 90-days, etc.)? 
b. Do you think the currency requirement helped you with your confidence levels on 
the use of the SBS? 
c. Does your unit have any annual evaluation criteria to maintain your qualification? 
d. Can you provide an example of the evaluation or explain how the evaluation was 
given (i.e., multiply choice test)? 
18. Is there anything you would add to the operator’s manual or the SOP and what 
specifically would include? 
SBS Employment 
19. What was the nature of your unit’s mission (route clearance, armed escort, patrol)? 
20. Was the SBS included in mission planning, if so, how? (explain what mission 
planning is if you feel it necessary) 
21. What types of missions did you most use the SBS for? (base defense, TCP, route 
clearance...) 
a. In the example provided, how was the SBS used? (clearing culverts, checking 
vehicles, clearing dead space) 
22. Describe a mission that was successful because of the SBS?  
a. Why did the SBS make the mission successful? 
23. Can you think of a time when the SBS hindered a mission? (delayed a mission, 
stopped a mission, put personnel at risk) 
a. What caused this event? 
b. How did you overcome the challenge?  
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c. Is the payload resolution sufficient to conduct recon of an objective? 
24. Did you use the system the way you were taught during initial qualification or 
sustainment training?  
a. If no, what task(s) did you modify to get the SBS system to do what you wanted it 
to do? 
b. Why did you have to modify those task(s) (i.e., weather, enemy tactics, other 
factors)? 
25. Think of a time you had to recover a downed SBS. Can you describe the event(s)? 
26. For a future SBS configuration would you prefer:  
a. The existing configuration - Two air vehicles. One air vehicle with Electro-
Optical (EO) sensors and one air vehicle with both EO and Thermal Imaging 
sensors. (1)  
b. A single air vehicle configuration - One air vehicle with both Electro-Optical and 
Thermal Imaging sensors, but capable of providing the same amount of mission 
coverage (twice as long as the existing air vehicles). (2)  
c. Other configuration (Please describe) (3) 
27. Is there anything not covered in the interview that you would like to expand on at this 
time? 
Questions Supportive of the Snowball Sampling Method 
28. Is there anyone else who comes to mind you would consider as proficient with the 
SBS system who would be beneficial to talk to? 
29. Do you have their contact information? 
30. Can you ask them if it is ok if we contact them? 
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APPENDIX H.  SURVEY DATA 



















Table 13. All Participants 
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APPENDIX I.  DATA ANALYSIS 
The final code structure was comprised of five functional areas: training, 
employment, hinders training and employment, documentation, and future configuration. 
The functional areas were further decomposed into categories, sub-categories, and codes 
to describe and analyze the collected data. Table 14 depicts the five functional areas and 
decomposition down to the final codes—as reading from left to right across the table. The 
red text codes signify the codes used to analyze both interview and survey data, indicating 
the commonality across the two data collection methods. Furthermore, the codes in the 
black text were only applied to interview responses. 
Table 14. Data Codes by Category 
 
 
Functional Area Category Sub-Category Codes
Improves Simulator Use, Repetitions, Night Training, and Additional Airspace Classes
Sustains Simulator Integration, Student-to-Techer Ratio, Weather Day, GPS Denied




Unit Examples, Training Effectiveness, SUAS Integration, 
Creative Solution
Installation Procedures - Training Enablers, Training Inhibitors
Methods - Reconnaissance, Security, Intelligence Collection, Target Acquisitions, Mounted Operations
Lack of 
Confidence Soldier Survivability, Inexperience, Equipment Loss
- High-Level of Confidence
System Limitations -
Battery Life, Controller Configuration, GPS Accuracy, LoS 
Mission Range, Payload (Field of View and Resolution), 
Propeller Durability, Take-off and Landing Procedures, 
Unable to Share Video, Weather Effects
Logistics - Unclear Support Procedures, Shortage of Repair Parts, Expanded BoI
Gaps - Standardized Currency, Lack of Map Data
Recommendations -
Standardized Unit Training, FMF Procedures, Emergency 
Procedures, Procedural Training Software, Quick Reference 
Guide
- - Manual Distribution, SOPs or TTPs, Sustains
Future 











A. INTERVIEW DATA 
The seven interviews ranged from 40 to 82 minutes, with an average interview time 
of 58 minutes. All interviews were conducted virtually using Microsoft Teams or 
telephonically to elicit the information outlined in the baseline interview questions in 
Appendix E. As previously described, the interviews' data was organized into the five 
functional areas of training, employment, hinders training and employment, 
documentation, and future configurations. The proceeding five sub-sections present the 
interview data by functional area. 
1. Training 
The training functional area contained four categories. The first category, NET, 
consisted of two sub-categories, sustains and improves, containing eight codes. The second 
category, simulator, consisted of two sub-categories, sustain and issues, containing four 
codes. The third category, unit-level sustainment training, contained four codes. The fourth 
category, installation procedures, contained two codes. 
a. NET 
The NET category encompassed responses related to PEO Soldier’s formal training 
course. The first sub-category sustains, contained four codes. The second sub-category 
improves, contained four codes. Each code depicts the number of interviews describing the 
code— identified by the blue bar— and the code frequency across all seven interviews – 
identified by the red bar. The same formatting depicting the number of codes by interview 
and total codes by frequency is used throughout the interview data analysis section. Figure 
6 depicts the codes contained in the NET category. The proceeding paragraphs explain 
each code, the number of interviewees who described the code, and the total times the code 
was described across all seven interviews.  
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 Training: NET Response by Code (Interview) 
The interviews elicited positive feedback and sustains for the current NET 
curriculum, which contained four codes. The four codes were weather day, student-to-
teacher ratio, simulator integration, and GPS denial. First, one interviewee (total frequency 
of one) highlighted the scheduling of a built-in weather day to the course, established a 
training contingency plan, and increased student throughput. Second, one interviewee 
(total frequency of one) preferred the student-to-teacher ratio. The established ratio is one 
dedicated instructor to every four students. The student-to-teacher ratio enhanced student 
comprehension, specifically during simulation training and controller knowledge. Third, 
three interviewees (total frequency of five) explained that the simulator's integration was a 
valuable platform for classroom training that led to a better understanding of controller 
button-ology and software prior to flying the SBS system. Finally, two interviewees (total 
frequency of two) described the instruction on GPS denied environments as beneficial and 
improved their understanding of the system setup and operating procedures within a GPS 
denied environment. 
The interviews elicited NET improvements to enhance the course objectives, which 
contained four codes. The four codes were simulator use, repetitions, night training, and 
additional airspace class. First, one interviewee (total frequency of one) identified the 
importance of increased simulator use during training to become more familiar with the 
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system’s functionality. Second, three interviewees (total frequency of five) emphasized 
that more repetitions during training would increase operator confidence at the conclusion 
of the course; therefore, increasing proficiency during follow-on unit training events. 
Third, one interviewee (total frequency of four) emphasized adding a night training 
exercise would increase operator confidence when employing the system during night 
training operations. Fourth, one interviewee (total frequency of one) expounded upon the 
need for an airspace deconfliction class to improve operator knowledge of the SBS system. 
The airspace deconfliction code also occurred with the same interviewee during operations 
with multiple small unmanned aircraft systems (SUAS). 
b. Simulator 
The simulator category covered responses related to the operator’s exposure or lack 
of simulator use. Figure 7 depicts the simulator’s two sub-categories, sustain and issues. 
The first sub-category, sustain, contained a single code. The second sub-category, issues, 
contained three codes. 
 
 
 Training: Simulator Response by Code (Interview) 
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Six interviewees (total frequency of 12) highlighted the SBS simulator's utility and 
the direct impact the training aid had on increased training readiness. The simulator 
provided value to unit-level sustainment training for operators to maintain knowledge of 
the system while simultaneously increasing operators’ confidence. 
The interviews elicited three codes as issues with the simulator. The three codes are 
interoperability, hardware, and allocation of the unit. First, three interviewees (total 
frequency of four) described interoperability issues associated with installing the simulator 
software from a universal serial bus (USB) drive onto a computer government network, 
which is not authorized. Second, three interviewees (total frequency of six) discussed their 
nominal simulator use due to a lack of a dedicated laptop not connected to a government 
network. The simulator hardware requires a dedicated laptop, which many do not have. 
Finally, two interviewees (total frequency of four) highlighted the shortage of simulators, 
allocation by the unit. This code encompassed the lack of available simulator and the 
impacts on operator sustainment training, which decreased system use during field 
exercises. 
c. Unit-Level Sustainment Training 
Unit-level sustainment training described how and what effective ways the SBS 
was integrated into training and contained four codes. Figure 8 depicts the following four 
codes: unit examples, training effectiveness, SUAS integration, and creative solutions. 
First, six interviewees (total frequency of 16) detailed the various ways their respective 
unit incorporates the SBS system. Multiple responses highlighted the method, planning 
procedures, and ad-hoc system employment into training events. Second, six interviewees 
(total frequency of 13) described the SBS's training effectiveness enhancing missions 
through successful target identification, security, or reconnaissance. Three interviewees 
(total frequency of four) described integrating the SBS with other SUAS programs—such 
as the Raven or Puma—increased proficiency or the number of training opportunities. 
Finally, all seven interviewees (total frequency of 14) described a creative solution 
involving the SBS during mission planning, conducting operations, or integrating with 
other training events.   
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 Training: Unit-Level Sustainment Response by Code (Interview) 
d. Installation Procedures 
Two codes are contained under the installation procedures category, which 
describes how an installation’s regulation either enhanced or hindered SBS employment. 
Figure 9 depicts the two codes, training enablers, and training inhibitors. First, three 
interviewees (total frequency of three) described their ability to employ the SBS with 
limited restrictions or interference from range regulations, which increased system 
employment and training. Second, four interviewees (total frequency of seven) outlined 
how installation range control procedures limited or hindered SBS training or employment. 
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 Training: Installation Procedures Response by Code (Interview) 
2. Employment 
The second functional area was employment. The functional area captures how the 
SBS system was employed and how operators’ confidence impacts employment. 
Employment was divided into two categories, methods and operator confidence. The first 
category, methods, contained five codes. Operator confidence was the second category 
with one stand-alone code and a sub-category.  
a. Methods 
The interviews elicited numerous methods of system employment, which contain 
five codes. Figure 10 depicts the five codes: reconnaissance, security, intelligence 
collection, target acquisition, and mounted operations. First, six interviewees (total 
frequency of 18) described how the SBS was employed during reconnaissance missions 
that increased personnel's positive identification, suspicious activity, and enemy vehicles. 
Second, four interviewees (total frequency of 10) explained how the SBS was employed 
for security operations that gave an early warning on enemy movement and protected 
friendly forces. Third, three interviewees (total frequency of 6) utilized the SBS for 
intelligence collection that enhanced mission success by confirming named areas of interest 
or providing a multi-asset collection plan. Fourth, three interviewees (total frequency of 
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six) expounded on target acquisition as a method of employment. The target acquisition 
code incorporated target identification and adjustments to direct and indirect fires to 
maximize the enemy's effects. Finally, two interviewees (total frequency of three) 
described how operators employed the SBS during mounted operations to increase 
situational awareness. 
 
 Employment: Methods Response by Code (Interview) 
b. Operator Confidence 
The operator confidence category described the positive and negative impacts of 
operator confidence on SBS system employment and is depicted in Figure11. The category 
contained one stand-alone code and one sub-category. The stand-alone code was titled a 
high-level of confidence. A high-level of confidence was described by five interviewees 
(total frequency of 14), and the interviewees demonstrated proficiency and knowledge in 
the system’s limitations and operating procedures. Conversely, the sub-category was titled 
a lack of confidence, which contained three codes. First, soldier survivability captured 
responses from three interviewees (total frequency of three) who described situations 
where the launch, landing, or downed air vehicle recovery placed the operator in greater 
danger; thus, the situation decreased soldier survivability. Secondly, inexperience was 
described by four interviewees (total frequency of 11) who described how Soldiers 
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inexperience limited the use of the SBS system. Lastly, four interviewees (total frequency 
of six) described situations in which the SBS employment was limited due to the fear of 
lost or damaged equipment, which decreased confidence and limited SBS employment. 
 
 Employment: Operator Confidence Response by Code (Interview) 
3. Hinders Training and Employment 
The hinders training and employment functional area consisted of two categories. 
The first category, system limitations, contained nine codes. The second category, logistics, 
contained three codes. The functional area was developed during the qualitative data 
analysis process because the codes impact both the SBS system's training and employment.  
a. System Limitations  
The SBS system’s limitations hindered training or employment contained nine 
codes to analyze interviewees’ responses. All nine of the codes contained in the system 
limitations described instances where SBS operators either did not employ the SBS or the 
system hindered their mission objectives due to the system's technical limitations. The 
system limitations hindered either training or operational employment. Table 15 explains 
the nine systems limitation codes and provides a general explanation of how each code 
hindered SBS training and employment. 
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Table 15. System Limitation Codes 
 
 
Figure 12 depicts the nine system limitations codes which users described as 
hindrances to training or employment. The most prominent system's limitations that 
hindered training and employment were the payload, weather effects, battery life, propeller 
durability, and the line of sight (LoS) mission range. In all seven interviews (total 
frequency of 12), the subjects described how the SBS’s payload hindered either training or 
employment. Of the twelve times the payload was discussed, seven referenced insufficient 
video feed or resolution, and five referred to the limited field of view (FoV). Additionally, 
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five interviewees each described the weather effects (total frequency of 12), battery (total 
frequency of 9), propeller durability (total frequency of 5), and LoS mission range (total 
frequency of 7).  
 
 Hinders Training and Employment: System Limitation Responses 
by Code (Interview) 
b. Logistics 
The logistics category contained three codes, which described how sustainment 
issues hindered the SBS system's training and employment. First, unclear support 
procedures were illuminated by four interviewees (total frequency of seven), which 
indicated interviewees did not clearly understand the procedures for the requisition of new 
and replacement parts. Their lack of understanding of the logistics procedures resulted in 
underutilization of the system by not understanding how to request spare or replacement 
parts or how those parts were funded. Closely related was the shortage of repair parts, the 
second code. The shortage of repair parts was described by four interviewees (total 
frequency of five). However, the shortage of repair parts code illustrates the inability to 
train or employ the system because of a physical lack of on-hand replacement parts. Lastly, 
six interviewees (total frequency of 12) described or requested an expanded basis of issues 
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(BoI) for the SBS systems. The expanded BoI code indicates users’ desire for the system 
to include additional components. The existing BoI does not include all of the components 
needed by end users, which limits their training or employment methods. The unclear 
support procedures, shortage of repair parts, and expanded BoI codes are depicted in 
Figure 13. 
 
 Hinders Training and Employment: Logistics Responses by Code 
(Interview) 
4. Documentation 
The documentation functional area contained three stand-alone codes and two 
categories. The three stand-alone codes are: sustains; standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) or tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP); and manual distribution. The first 
category is recommendations, which contained five codes. The second category is gaps, 
which contained two codes.  
The sustain code within the documentation functional area was described in four 
interviews (total frequency of seven) and captured positive feedback about the existing 
operator’s manual and training material. The SOP or TTP code captured examples of how 
two individuals (total frequency of four) formalized the SBS into their units' procedures 
and tactics to employ the system. Under manual distribution, two interviews (total 
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frequency of two) described the need for the publication and distribution of the Army’s 
approved technical manual. Figure 14 depicts the three stand-alone codes and the 
recommendations and gaps categories—described in the proceeding sub-sections. 
 
 Documentation Response by Code (Interview) 
a. Documentation Recommendations 
The interviews elicited general recommendations or improvement areas for the SBS 
system’s existing documentation, which contained five codes. The five codes are 
standardized unit training material, quick reference guide (QRG), follow-me function 
procedures, emergency procedures, and procedural training software. First, two 
interviewees (total frequency of three) alluded to a need for standardized training material 
to better facilitate a standardized, unit-level qualification program, which would closely 
represent a formalized train-the-trainer method of instruction. Second, two interviewees 
(total frequency of three) described a more encompassing quick reference guide included 
with the system to make critical procedures readily available for SBS operators. Closely 
related is the third code of emergency procedures. One interviewee (total frequency of one) 
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specifically described a need for readily available procedures to aid in an in-flight 
emergency. The fourth code, follow-me function procedures, was described by two 
interviewees (total frequency of three). There is currently a workaround for the air vehicle 
to follow the operator and ground control station; however, there are no formalized 
procedures outlined in the manuals. Lastly, procedural training software was described by 
one interviewee (total frequency of one) to improve operators understanding of start-up, 
shutdown, and GPS denied mode procedures. 
b. Documentation Gaps 
The interviews identified information gaps in the existing SBS documentation. 
Furthermore, the documentation gaps category contained two codes. Still referencing 
Figure 12, four interviewees (total frequency of seven) described SBS operator currency 
training to maintain proficiency to effectively employ the system; However, 
inconsistencies and lack of definitive guidance exist among different units on the 
formalized currency requirements. Secondly, two interviewees (total frequency of three) 
identified issues regarding updating map data to display map overlays, as described in 
FLIR’s operator’s manual. Both operators preferred the ability to overlay current map data 
but were unsuccessful in updating the data files.  
5. Future Configuration 
The future configuration functional area directly supported PEO Soldier data to 
shape the future configuration of the SBS. Two codes support either maintaining the 
existing configuration of two air vehicles in the system or changing the configuration. 
Figure 15 depicts the results of PEO Soldier’s specified question. Six of seven interviewees 
(total frequency of six) preferred the current configuration of two-air vehicles. One 
interviewee (total frequency of one) preferred a change to the configuration to have three 
air vehicles—two electro-optical (EO) air vehicles and one infrared (IR) air vehicle. 
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 Future Configuration Response by Code (Interview) 
B. SURVEY DATA 
A total of 18 surveys were collected using the Qualtrics Survey Software outlined 
in Chapter III. Appendix F contains the complete list of survey questions. The average 
completion time of the surveys was 23 minutes and the average completion percentage of 
the surveys was 95%. Of the survey respondents, eight described their role with the SBS 
system as a primary system operator and 10 described their role as a manager or supervisor.  
1. Training 
The surveys provided both quantitative and qualitative data. All survey data is 
presented in the same structure as the interview section above. Additionally, the qualitative 
analysis code structure was developed using both survey and interview data; therefore, the 
organized survey data still aligned with the functional areas, categories, sub-categories, and 
codes as described in the interview data. 
a. NET 
14 of the 18 respondents were trained by PEO Soldier’s NET instructors. Of the 
remaining four respondents, one received initial qualification at unit-level and three did not 
receive any formal training on the system. Of the 14 respondents who completed the NET, 
five indicated they were completely confident operating the system at the completion of 
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the NET course. Six indicated they were confident and three indicated they were neutral at 
the completion of the NET course. Zero respondents indicated they felt unconfident or 
completely unconfident at the completion of the NET course. Figure 16 depicts the 
respondents’ confidence level operating the system after completing the NET course. 
 
 NET Confidence Level  
In the NET category, all respondents’ qualitative data was sorted into one sub-
category, improves, that contained two codes. First, three respondents (total frequency of 
three) provided feedback that the NET course should increase the number of flight 
repetitions. Second, one respondent (total frequency of one) indicated a need for the NET 
course to include training during night conditions. Figure 17 depicts the respondent’s 
feedback regarding the NET course by the number of survey respondents who described 
the code and the total times the code was described across all surveys. 
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 Training: NET Response by Code (Survey)  
b. Simulator 
10 of 18 respondents used the SBS simulator. All 10 of respondents who used the 
simulator attended the NET training. Of the eight respondents who did not use the 
simulator, four attended the NET training. Respondents who indicated they used the 
simulator, were asked to evaluate the usefulness of the simulator on improving their 
understanding of the SBS system. Figure 18 depicts the level of usefulness from 
respondents who have used the simulator. Of the 10 respondents who have used the 
simulator, four respondents indicated that the simulator was extremely useful in 
understanding the SBS system. Four respondents indicated that the simulator was 
moderately useful. Two respondents indicated that the simulator was slightly useful. Zero 
respondents selected a neutral or negative utility of the simulator in improving their 
understanding of the SBS system.  
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 The usefulness of the Simulator 
In the simulator category, the survey respondents’ answers aligned with both sub-
categories, sustain and improves. The sustain sub-category contained one code, utility. Ten 
respondents (total frequency of 10) provided positive feedback about the simulator’s utility 
in understanding the basic operation and training on the SBS system. Only one code was 
used in the sustains sub-category. The code described by one respondent (total frequency 
of one) was the allocation by unit, which describes a shortage of simulators at the unit to 
conduct training. Figure 19 depicts the survey respondent’s feedback about the simulator.   
 
 Training: Simulator Response by Code (Survey) 
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c. Unit-Level Sustainment Training 
From the survey data, three of the four unit-level sustainment training codes were 
described by respondents. First, two respondents (total frequency of two) detailed the 
various ways their respective unit incorporates the SBS system. Two operators provided 
examples of unit training. Second, six respondents (total frequency of six) described the 
SBS's training effectiveness enhancing missions through successful target identification, 
security, or reconnaissance. Lastly, two respondents (total frequency of two) described a 
creative solution involving the SBS during mission planning, conducting operations, or 
integrating with other training events. Both creative solutions were recorded from 
managers or supervisors who attended the NET. The SUAS integration code was not 
described by respondents. Figure 20 depicts the surveys which described the codes in the 
unit-level sustainment category. 
 
 Training: Unit-Level Sustainment Response by Code (Survey) 
d. Installation Procedures 
No survey respondents provided any data supportive of how installation procedures 
enabled training. Conversely, three respondents (total frequency of four) described how 
installation procedures hindered or inhibited training. All responses under this code 
originated from SBS managers or supervisors who completed the NET course. Figure 21 
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depicts the number of survey respondents and the total frequency of the code exemplifying 
how installation range control procedures limited or hindered SBS training or employment. 
 
 Training: Installation Procedures Responses by Code (Survey) 
2. Employment 
Survey respondents were asked to choose their level of confidence in the SBS 
system before employment in an operational environment. Of the 11 responses, three 
selected completely confident, six selected confident, and two selected neutral based on 




 Operator Confidence Before Deployment 
a. Operators 
The eight operators were asked to recall the last time they had used the SBS system.  
The eight operators were asked how long it had been since they last used the SBS system. 
The average response was one month. Additionally, the eight operators were asked to list 
the number of times the SBS system was used during a training event or an operational 
mission.  Figure 23 shows the average number of times the SBS system was used and by 
type of event. 
 
 Average SBS System Use by Employment Event 
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b. Supervisor Manager 
The nine supervisor or manager respondents were asked a series of questions 
regarding training aids, mission employment, and SBS operator selection.  The respondents 
were asked if their unit had developed a SOP, a smart-card, or a training aid for the SBS 
system. Three of the nine supervisor or manager respondents were in units with an SBS 
SOP, all of whom are in Special Operation Units. Additionally, one of the three respondents 
developed an SBS smart card. 
The supervisor or manager respondents were asked to recall the approximate 
number of missions conducted during their deployment. Only four respondents deployed 
with the SBS system. On average, the four respondents employed the SBS system on 27% 
of their combat missions. However, the estimated percentage of SBS employment from the 
four respondents who deployed with the system ranged from 0 -100%. 
c. Methods 
The survey respondents described SBS employment methods that aligned with 
three of the five codes. Two respondents (total frequency of two) expressed using the SBS 
system to conduct reconnaissance. One respondent (total frequency of one) provided an 
example of using the SBS system to conduct a security mission. One respondent (total 
frequency of two) provided examples of the SBS system being used for target acquisition. 
Zero respondents described employing the SBS system for intelligence collection or 
supporting mounted operations. Figure 24 depicts how respondents described employing 
the SBS system. 
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 Employment: Methods Response by Code (Survey) 
d. Operator Confidence 
Survey responses aligned with the one stand-alone code and one sub-category that 
described operator confidence. Six respondents (total frequency of six) expressed a high- 
level of confidence in the SBS system—the stand-alone code. Conversely, the sub-
category, lack of confidence, contained two of the three codes. Four respondents (total 
frequency of four) expressed a lack of confidence due to their inexperience with the SBS 
system. Six respondents (total frequency of seven) expressed concern in using the SBS 
system from a lack of confidence in fear of damaging the system. Figure 25 depicts the 
respondents’ answers and which code they represent.   
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 Employment: Operator Confidence Response by Code (Survey) 
3. Hinders Training and Employment 
By allowing open-ended text responses in the survey, respondents were able to 
describe any challenges, issues, or recommendations for the SBS system. Similar to the 
interview data, surveys responses were analyzed using the standardized code structure. The 
majority of responses fell within the following two sub-categories, system limitations and 
logistics. 
a. System Limitations 
The SBS system’s limitations hindered training or employment contained eight of 
the nine codes in the survey data. Figure 24 depicts the alignment of 29 code references 
categorized as a system limitation. Two respondents (total frequency of two) provided 
examples of the SBS being affected by adverse weather conditions. Four respondents (total 
frequency of eight) stated the SBS camera (payload) requiring improvement. Seven 
respondents (total frequency of nine) expressed that the battery life was insufficient. Two 
respondents (total frequency of two) mention the durability of the propellers as a system 
limitation. Five respondents (total frequency of five) alluded that the current line-of-sight 
range hinders training and employment. The SBS’s video feed, take-off, landing 
procedures, and GPS accuracy were each identified by one respondent (total frequency of 
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one) as a system limitation. Survey respondents did not describe any system limitation 
related to the controller configuration. Figure 26 depicts the respondents’ answers and 
which code they represent. 
 
 Hinders Training & Employment: System Limitations Response by 
Code (Survey) 
b. Logistics 
The logistics category contained three codes, which described how sustainment 
issues hindered the SBS system's training and employment. First, one respondent (total 
frequency of two) referenced a lack of understand for support procedures of the SBS 
system. Second, four respondents (total frequency of five) described a lack of spare parts 
for the SBS system. Lastly, three respondents (total frequency of six) expressed a necessity 
to include additional components in the SBS system’s BoI. Figure 27 depicts the responses 
and which code they represent. 
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 Hinders Training & Employment: Logistics Responses by Code 
(Survey) 
4. Documentation 
In the documentation functional area, coded responses aligned with two of the three 
stand-alone codes and only one sub-category. Two respondents (total frequency of two) 
expressed that the current SBS manual was helpful in the operation of the system. Four 
respondents (total frequency of four) described that their units had either developed an SOP 
or had integrated the SBS into current TTPs. Two respondents (total frequency of two) 
identified a need to improve the quick reference guide. Figure 28 depicts the surveys 
responses coded and contained within the documentation functional area.  
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 Documentation Responses by Code (Survey) 
5. Future Configuration  
The survey respondents were also asked about their preference about the 
configuration of the SBS system to shape the future system’s configuration.  Of the 16 
respondents who answered the question, 10 respondents preferred a single air vehicle 
configuration, four respondents preferred the current two air vehicle configuration, and one 
respondent preferred a three-air vehicle configuration.  Figure 29 depicts the respondent’s 
preferences on the number of air vehicles in the next generation SBS system.  
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